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Nel 1982 La Nuova Critica offri al lettore italiano una prima pre-
sentazione sufficientemente organica delle idee e delle direzioni di
analisi che avevano sino a quel momento animato la ricerca portata
avanti da H. Maturana e da F. Varela. Il Quaderno (La Nuova
Critica, N. 64, 1982) dal titolo: “Autopoiesi e teoria dei sistemi vi-
venti” conteneva scritti di A. Carsetti, H. Maturana, R. Uribe e F.
Varela. La presentazione fu concordata direttamente con Francisco
Varela da colui che scrive che curò sul piano scientifico insieme all’a-
mico scomparso l’impostazione del quaderno stesso.

A distanza di tanti anni e proprio nel momento in cui in varie parti
nel mondo si è proceduto o si procede a rivisitare in senso critico la
eredità di F. Varela con pubblicazioni di grande respiro che vedono il
concorso anche di molti e validi studiosi delle ultime generazioni, La
Nuova Critica ha ritenuto opportuno procedere anch’essa ad una ri-
visitazione mirata di una delle eredità scientifiche tra le più impor-
tanti del secolo scorso, una rivisitazione che vuole, innanzitutto, esse-
re un omaggio al lavoro di una vita dedita in modo esemplare a por-
tare avanti un lavoro di ricerca a carattere interdisciplinare tra i più
impervi tra quelli messi in cantiere nella seconda metà del Novecen-
to. Molte sono le radici da cui Varela si diparte e molti sono i risulta-
ti raggiunti. È pressoché impossibile immaginare di racchiudere nelle
poche pagine di un Quaderno anche una semplice e rudimentale ca-
talogazione ragionata degli argomenti sottoposti a disamina da Vare-
la lungo il corso della sua vita. Matematico, cibernetico, biologo, fi-
losofo, studioso della cognizione e dei sistemi neurali, epistemologo,
neurofenomenologo ecc. egli anche per tramite della sua straordina-
ria interdisciplinarietà è venuto aprendo in continuazione nuovi
orizzonti della ricerca, orizzonti che si stanno sempre più rivelando,
al momento attuale, ai nostri occhi di contemporanei tra i più frutti-
feri.

Data la vastità di quella che è l’eredità scientifica di F. Varela si è
deciso di limitare la rivisitazione critica qui proposta ad alcuni, po-



chi temi di fondo: il tema dell’Autopoiesi, il tema della Riflessività
ed il tema concernente la genesi della mente e si è fatto ricorso in vi-
sta di approfondire in chiave critica tali temi a lavori mirati ad ope-
ra dei Proff. M. Bitbol , A. Carsetti, L. Kauffman e P. L. Luisi. Il
Quaderno si apre con la riproposizione dell’articolo di Varela scelto a
suo tempo dallo stesso Varela per la presentazione pubblicata nel
1982 ad opera de La Nuova Critica e da lui tradotto personalmente
dal francese in inglese, articolo originariamente destinato ad essere
pubblicato in francese nel 1983 con il titolo : “Varela, F., L’auto-or-
ganisation: De l’apparence au mécanisme“ nel volume a cura di:
P.Dumouchel e J.P.Dupuy , L’Auto-Organisation: De la physique
au politique ( Eds. du Seuil, Paris, pp.147-165).

Si tratta di una riproposizione importante per varie ragioni anche
perché tale traduzione in inglese non essendo facilmente reperibile
neppure sul web, risultava richiesta da più parti a livello dei paesi
anglofoni. In particolare, il lavoro di Varela pubblicato in antepri-
ma da La Nuova Critica si rivela come una adeguata sintesi della
poliedricità della ricerca portata avanti da Varela negli anni in cui
egli si accingeva ad operare il suo trasferimento definitivo in Europa.
Serrato, ad esempio, appare in questo lavoro il confronto scientifico
con le idee ed i metodi portati avanti da Prigogine. Va aggiunto, tut-
tavia, come a seguito della pubblicazione del quaderno Varela, al suo
ritorno in Europa e nel mentre che si trovava come visiting professor
presso l’Università di Roma, provvide a consegnare a colui che scrive
un lavoro scientifico di grande importanza da lui scritto in Cile in
collaborazione con un matematico nel periodo immediatamente pre-
cedente il ritorno stesso (Cfr. Andrade, J. and F. Varela (1984), Self-
reference and fixed points, Acta Applic.Matem . 22:1-19).

Fu, appunto, in quella occasione che, a seguito di un invito a lui ri-
volto (ed esteso ad altri amici tra cui Vittorio Somenzi) da Valerio
Tonini per una riunione conviviale, si giunse ad accennare da parte
di colui che scrive, ma anche da parte di altri, ad un possibile trasfe-
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rimento in Italia del grande studioso cileno. Si trattò, in realtà, di
una idea soltanto accarezzata a livello della mente da parte di alcu-
ni. A ragion veduta, il trasferimento in Europa che rappresentava
per Francisco un desiderio molito sentito non poteva che avvenire in
terra di Francia, grazie anche alla lungimiranza di Dupuy ed alla
maggiore articolazione nel settore da parte delle strutture d’Oltralpe.

A seguito del suo trasferimento in Francia e del lavoro svolto presso il
CREA, Varela venne a sviluppare una mole di lavoro che lascia an-
cora oggi stupefatti. Particolarmente importanti appaiono le ricerche
da lui portate avanti nei campi concernenti l’ enactive Realism e l’e-
nactive mind, ricerche che a partire dalla prima impostazione offerta
dal grande studioso cileno sono venute, oggi, a far parte dei territori
d’elezione di una molteplicità di ricercatori per quel che riguarda l’e-
pistemologia e le scienze cognitive. Di ciò costituiscono una riprova,
tra l’altro, sia i recenti Quaderni della Rivista Constructivist Foun-
dations sia la collezione dei lavori di Varela da poco pubblicata in
Francia a cura di M. Bitbol et al. (Le cercle createur: ecrits (1976-
2001) / Francisco Varela) sia il volume ormai in procinto di essere
stampato di A. Carsetti dal titolo: Metabiology. Non-standard
Models, General Semantics and Natural Evolution. Una ulteriore
riprova è rappresentata dal fatto che le suddette intuizioni di Varela
concernenti il Realismo enactive, (intuizioni che riprendono a parti-
re dall’articolo sopra citato alcuni geniali apporti teorici da parte di
Prigogine così come alcune più antiche osservazioni di H. von Foer-
ster) vedono, oggi, a giudizio di colui che scrive, una loro, sia pur del
tutto limitata e puramente speculativa, convergenza con alcune delle
tesi proprie del participatory Realism così come divisato da alcuni
brillanti fisici teorici che lavorano a livello della Quantum Mecha-
nics ma nel solco di alcune primitive intuizioni di B. de Finetti (a
partire dal suo lavoro fondamentale: B. De Finetti (1937), La pré-
vision: ses lois logiques, ses sources subjectives, Ann. Inst. H. Poin-
caré,7: 1-68).
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A chiusura del quaderno e come una sorta di backstage, si è, altresì,
deciso di riproporre il testo scelto da Maturana ed editato da Varela
in vista di presentare al pubblico italiano nel suddetto Quaderno de
La Nuova Critica del 1982 i primi fondamenti della dottrina della
Autopoiesi.

La Nuova Critica desidera esprimere il proprio ringraziamento più
vivo ai Proff. M. Bitbol, A. Carsetti, L.H. Kauffman e P.L. Luisi per
aver accettato l’invito loro rivolto a partecipare alla “costruzione” del
presente Quaderno.

AC



FRANCISCO J. VARELA

SELF-ORGANIZATION:
BEYOND APPEARANCES

AND INTOTHE MECHANISM

«It takes two to invent anything. The one makes up
combinations, the other one chooses, recognizes
what he wishes and what is important to him in the
mass of the things the former has imparted to him.
What we call genius is much less the work of the
first one than the readiness of the second one to
grasp the value of what has been laid before him
and to chose it».

PAUL VALERY1

In a meeting devoted to self-organization, such as this one, it
might seem a bit odd to present a proposal stating that self-organiza-
tion is not a phenomenon, but rather an epiphenomenon of some-
thing deeper about a specific class of systems. This something deeper is
the mechanism which defines them as a class of systems. Further, I will
argue, it is only by developing our understanding and our analytical
tools about this class of organization and its consequences, that we
will make and headaway in this area. Let me unfold these ideas in a
step-by-step fashion.
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Units

1. I want to start from Valery’s words, for they are admirably
direct to the point I want to reach in the end. He meant them for imagi-
nation and poetic creativity. I do not think he would mind if we bring
them in a discussion about self-organization and novelty in nature.

1.1. The first deep notion in these words is the necessity of the
number two. Indeed, in order to talk about self-organization, one is al-
ready assuming the differentiation between a unit (or system if you
wish) and its ambient (or background if you wish).

1.1.1. This is immediately seen by trying to apply the predicate
“self-organize” to items such as: the air around me or, the first two miles
of ocean. Since we do not have a clear operational criteria for distin-
guishing a unit in either one of those cases, it is odd to predicate about
them that they have a given organization, and even more so, that they
could self-organize.

1.2. The moral of this boundary condition on our mode of cog-
nizing is that we can separate a unit from its background whenever it
makes sense to distinguish (at least) two independent series of events. That
is to say, two domains of events which we can treat as if they had a mea-
sure of independence. For, what sense would it make to distinguish
something from not-something, if there was only a network of intercon-
nected events where we could agree on no separable cracks?

Coupling

2. From Valery’s starting intuition we have isolated the notion
that whatever self-organization is, it entails the distinction of a unity and
its background, and that these two stand in relation to each other as two
series of events with a measure of independence. Now, what could this
“measure” possible mean?

In fact, this is not an easy question to answer, because we are so
used to think in terms of what I would like to call now «pointwise con-
nected» independent series of events (or states of affairs). Let me explain.
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2.1. Let us take the extremes first of all. On the one hand, we
have the extreme of not being able to differentiate between unit and
background. Thus, as we already concluded, questions about organiza-
tion are senseless. On the other hand, we have a complete un-coupling
between unit and its ambient, a complete adiabatic causality (as it
were). This case might be interesting for Gedanken experiments, but
cannot have any bearings in our understanding of natural systems or
man-made artifacts.

2.2. It is thus evident that the formulation of interest is where
we speak of a degree or partial independence between the events proper
to the unit (or we would not distinguish it) and the events proper to
the ambient (or we could not tell there is one). Unit and ambient are
coupled at some points. In other words: there is a coupling surface at
which mutual influences criss-cross, but such coupling surface is not
the whole unit, but only one (or a few) dimensions of it. I shall abbre-
viate by saying that there is pointwise coupling.

2.2.1. Let us examine just a bit more closely this pointwise cou-
pling. First of all, this is not all unfamiliar, for we use it everyday. In
fact, we have a most explicit paradigm of pointwise coupling from sys-
tems theory: an input which modulates an ongoing dynamics of states.

2.2.1.1. More explicitely one defines a space of allowable inputs,
I, a space of states, S, and dynamics f which tells us what the next
state will be, given an input and a current state:

2.2.1.2. In this case, the pointwise coupling is made explicit by
choosing a given domain of inputs which are permissible through
specific modes of actions explicit in the transition law f. At the same
time, independence (a degree of it) is made explicit by the transition
function being dependent on internal states. This standard system-
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theoretic paradigm2 captures well the requirements of clear differenti-
ation between unit and environment and their pointwise coupling. I
do not need to elaborate how useful and applicable such a framework
has been for the engineer and the physicist. I shall call this an input-
type coupling of the two series of events.

2.2.2. Input-type coupling is one mode of framing pointwise
coupling, but certainly not the only one. For, what are we to do for
those situations whose fundamental quality is that of autonomy? By
autonomy I mean, at this point, an exclusive notion: those units for
which I cannot find (or seems unsatisfactory to find) an input-type
coupling descriptions.

2.2.2.1. Put in a more positive sense, autonomy means that
the system is heavily tilted towards an internal determination or self-
assertion. I have argued extensively elsewhere3 that autonomy is a
fundamental quality needed to understand natural systems such as
the cell and the multicellular organisms, as well as organismic sub-
systems such as the immune and the nervous system.

2.2.2.2. Does this mean that we cannot treat autonomous sys-
tems rigorously? Surely not. It is a matter of where we put the empha-
sis. For, in an input-type coupling, we assume that the points of con-
tact between the two independent series of events (the unit and not
the unit) can serve as the main guideline for the future dynamics of
that system. For an autonomous system the converse is true: the inter-
nal transformations are the main guiding thread to understand the sys-
tem dynamics, and the points of coupling are needed only in so far
we need contingencies to understand particular courses of transfor-
mation.

2.2.2.2.1. Please do note that I am putting the emphasis on what
we need in order to come up with a satisfactory explanation. To see
something as autonomous or not depends on the questions we want to
answer. But when it comes to biology, we have the whole phenomenol-
ogy of living systems to convince us that we get lost unless we concen-
trate on keeping track of the dynamics of internal transformation, and
leave the points of coupling as perturbing agents rather than inputs.
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2.2.2.2.2. What is the difference between inputs and perturba-
tions? Basically that an input specifies the only way a given transforma-
tion of state by occur. A perturbation leaves unspecified the agent, but
only takes into account its effect of that agent in the unit’s structure.

In other words: an input enters in the definition of that unit. A
perturbation can couple to it, but is not definitory. Thus a given per-
turbation can be brought about in indefinitely many different ways.
A given input can only occur in its specified manner (that is why it
was defined in the first place).

2.2.2.2.3. More explicitely, let us define a state space S, and an
internal dynamics

The system will operate continuously until a perturbation hits it
(which could be self-inflicted). The effect of such perturbation is to
move the current state and the dynamics to a new configuration.

where s + ∆f and f + δf express, respectively, a perturbation in the
state space to a new state, and a change of the previous dynamics to a
new one in the appropriate space of endomorphisms of Sn, written
here as [S → Sn].

Notice that in this case, the allowable perturbations are defined
by the system’s structure, since they can be any thing which leads to a
change of state and/or dynamics. A study of these kinds of system
naturally leads to consider the kinds of recurrent behavior capable of
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withstanding a history of perturbations. In contrast to the previous
input-type systems, I call these autonomous systems. A specific exam-
ple is offered below (3.2.2.1.).

2.2.2.2.4. Autonomy, therefore, is an attitude of characterizing a
unit by its internal coherence in order to account for its identity and
its history of coupling. (This central role of the internal coherence
can be made more explicit though the notion of operational closure, as
I have described before4, but we do not need to state those details
here). To abbreviate I shall call this closure-type coupling of two series
of events.

2.2.2.3. Thus, in considering the pointwise coupling we have
at least two fundamental optics with which to look at our units: in-
put-type and closure-type. Is this list exhaustive? I do not know, and
it is certainly a very interesting question that merits more detailed
dissection that I can afford here5. But herein might lie a key to better
understand those units which are stubborn and resist either descrip-
tion.

The origin of diversity

3. The next link in my chain of reasoning is a rather nat-
ural one. Once we concentrate on closure-type couplings, the imme-
diate question is to find ways to inquire about the kinds of internal
coherence that a class of units can exhibit.

3.1. To the extent that our emphasis is on internal rela-
tions and their determinations, and not through definitions by input
(or outputs), it is their coherence which are the most proper specifica-
tions for such units. This is why I have used the name eigenbehaviour,
or self-determined behaviours, for such internal coherences.6

3.2. The richness and thus the complexity of a system is
directly expressible as the intricacy of the landscape of its possible
eigenbehaviours. The dynamics in this landscape of eigenbehaviour
will depend on the workings of the systems, and its peculiar pathways
on its history of perturbations.
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3.2.1. We may be more specific on this point, as it is neces-
sary. We do this by assuming that we may associate to an eigenbehav-
iour an empirical observable or measurement. Let f, g be observations
adequate to a system with states in a space S. When observed under
an f-optics the system’s states will become an equivalence classes un-
der f, that is, S/Rf. Correspondingly under g, other equivalence classes
will be induced in S, S/Rg:

Assume furthermore that we may compare our f-optics with our
g-optics under some suitable metric for S. Then define a class (s)f as
stable under g if and only if �g�-1f (U) is an �-neighborhood of (s)g
whenever U is a �-neighborhood of (S)f.

Now, the complement of the set of stable classes of S/Rf with re-
spect to S/Rg will be called the bifurcation set of f with respect to g.7

3.2.2. This general notion of bifurcation is a way of saying
what it is for a system to look “very” different under two perspectives.
That is, a way to have a sense for how intricate an internal coherence
is, is to measure how many different optics yield irreducible aspects of
the system. lt is a very adequate precision of the notion of complexity
(or richness or diversity if you wish) which hunts any consideration
of self-organization.

3.2.2.1. Let me illustrate. Consider an autonomous unit (in the
sense of 2.2.2.2.3.) specified in a fairly simple (in some sense simplest)
way: iteration of the same action. Concretely, let the state space be the
closed interval [-1,1], and dynamics be a function fεFC [S → S],
where F is a sub-space of the continuous endormophisms of S, [S→ S]
spanned by a parameter µ in

f(x) = 1 – µx2 xε [–1,1], µε [0,2]
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Our system can now characterized by an iteration of this dynamics,

In this apparently simple case, it is clear that the coherent states or
eigenbehaviours will be the fixed points of some period m, i.e. those
values x* such that

x* = fm(x*), f = f, fof = f2

However, we may ask whether this system will look alike when we
observe x*, if the system is perturbed in the dimension of its parame-
ter µ. (Notice that one could rephrase this by saying: how approxi-
mate can our measurement of µ be for the unit to have the same
eigenbehaviour in its state x*?). That is, let us consider perturbations.

where δ is some small number, δ << µ

The answer, as it has been recently investigated8 is surprisingly
complex, for the bifurcation set (in the sense of 3.2.1.) is extremely
rich. In fact, depending on the range of µ, it might look like a
branching tree of x* of periods which grow like 2n.
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Or more amazingly, in an appropriate range, a arbitrarily small
change in µ, will lead to an arbitrarily large change in the behaviour
in S. (Some of these behaviours can reach infinite periods, and it is
thus indistinguishable from noise from the point of view of the obser-
vation under that meter).

3.2.2.2. This example is very interesting for two reasons. First,
because it says that closure-type units of some of the simplest dynam-
ics can very easily get very complex, in the strict sense of richness of
its bifurcation set.9 Secondly, it should not escape the reader that
these examples only studied so recently, could have been studied long
ago (in fact, one needs only a pocket calculator to get to some of the
main results). They were not, I submit, for the good reasons that the-
ory always follows interest, and we have had a long neglect of an in-
terest for closure-type coupling in favour of input-type couplings so
prevalent in physics and engineering.

A mechanism for self-organization

4. I have now come to the core of my argurnent, which may
be compactly stated as follows:

Every self-organizing behaviour is generated by the diversity in the
internal coherence of an operationally closed system.
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4.1. Properly speaking there are no self-organizing systems,
only self-organizing behaviour. A self-organizing behaviour leads us
to the study of the mechanisms capable of generating diversity. (One
approximation to this diversity is available through the notion of a bi-
furcation set).

Self-organization is a description of a behaviour which is useful
and heuristic to point to a phenomenon. But it is bound to stay only
as a behavioral description unless one searches for the mechanisms of
its origins. This is the direction in which my proposal moves.

4.2. Note that an input-type view of a system does not, per
se, exclude a study of self-organization of that system. But since that
perspective will not, in general, be interested in the internal coher-
ence but in the ways in which inputs drive the system, it will simply
not look for them or such description obscure those possibilities.

4.2.1. In contrast, if we do put an emphasis in the self-organiz-
ing quality of a system we autonomatically assume a closure-type
stance towards it, and we are therefore looking at a different unit, al-
though later, we may englobe both perspectives in a broader view.

4.2.2. This explains to me why it is that there has been a ten-
dency to confuse self-organization with operationai closure (or, con-
versely, to distinguish between self-organizing system and control sys-
tem). For example, it has been said that an autopoietic system10 is an-
other way of saying that cells self-organizing.11 This misses the point
for it would be like saying that, for example, intentional goal-seeking
behaviour is saying the same thing as an optimization algorithm. The
two descriptions – a behaviour and a mechanism – are related for the
observer to the extent that he may superimpose both views on a larg-
er perspective. But this does not change the fact that one describes
behaviour which could be produced by potentially many different
mechanisms, and the other specifies a mechanism which uniquely
specifies a behaviour.

4.3. Another point I wish to make is that my proposal to
move from behaviour into mechanisms in this area, is consistent with
its history. As we know, the idea of self-organization grew out of the
study of those system which could produce a changing adaptive be-
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haviour under conditions of constant perturbations or just random
noise12.

4.3.1. Note, in the first place, that the very idea of sharply
separating the system and its working from the environment by con-
sidering it as a source of perturbations or noise, immediately points
to a change of view as I have describe before: from an input-type
stance to a closure type stance. This was definitively a step in the
right direction, although it was never, in my opinion, completed. We
need to complement it with a more radical view of a study of eigen-
behaviours and their diversity.

4.3.2. I believe that my proposal also clarifies the role of
noise in this whole area of thinking. There is the sense that noise is
something like the main course in the menu of self-organizating sys-
tem. They eat it, digest it, and produce order. From our vantage point
things look rather differently.

4.3.2.1. Noise enters into the picture only to the extent that we
observers, take a stance whereby the interesting or relevant aspects to
describe are those that have to do with the internal coherence of the
system. Therefore, the structure of the ambient is left unspecified, and
thus it appears (or it is assumed as if ) random. But this is not to say
that noise has “something” which feeds the system. This would be pre-
cisely to fall in the input-type stance again. The apparent mystery dissi-
pates as soon as we understand how, in a given system, its closure can
generate a diversity of eigenbehaviours. Which eigenbehaviours were
triggered by which perturbations may or may not be of our interest,
but the key is not in the nature of the perturbations, but in the fact that
whatever they are they can bring about changes in the eigenbehaviour.

Learning and Evolution

5. The two self-organizing situations par excellence have
been taken to be learning and evolution. That is, a situation typical of
an individual ontogeny, and a situation proper to a supra-individual
unit, that of a population. Let me briefly sketch how a closure-stance
to both these situation changes quite radically our approach to both
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of them. With these illustrations, I mean to follow my arguments in
the sense that the distinctions I have drawn before do matter and are
not idle. These examples are my experiments, as it were, to substanti-
ate my hypothesis.

5.1. First, let me characterize the two viewpoints about the
brain which amount in take either an input or a closure-type stance.

5.1.1. The input-type stance amounts to treat the nervous sys-
tem as being defined fundamentally through inputs. The inputs in
this case are taken to be features or qualities of the environment which
should be taken up as the raw material in be processed inside. In
brief: the nervous system works with an information content of the
ambient, and works on this information by making an operational
representation of it.

5.1.2. The closure-type stance amounts to treat the nervous sys-
tem as being defined fundamentally through the internal coherences
which are attained by its relative interconnectivity.13 More precisely
stated, by the eigenbehaviour which are produced through the mutu-
al (neuroanatomical) mappings between its various internal surfaces
together with the local actions proper to each one of them. Sensory
and motor actions are, from this pointview, only one link in an ongo-
ing operational closure, albeit an important one for the observer of
behaviour.

5.1.3. The reader will agree with me that these two characteri-
zation amount to see rather different systems, and to look for rather
different things in the experimental designs. By and large the repre-
sentational view is more predominant today, (and it has been over the
last fifty years14). Yet, there is the closure-type alternative view which
seems, to me, both more interesting and more simple. As I cannot de-
velop in full this point of view, I will have to make do with a few re-
marks to motivate it, lest the reader thinks it is totally crazy to say
that the nervous system works without inputs and outputs. The rep-
resentational view needs no motivation, since all texts book are built
around it.

5.1.3.1.Consider the realm of visual experience. It seems natural,
at a first glance (so to say), to agree that the world appears as full of
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textures which by simple actions, like moving my head, are neatly
taken in by my perception. This first-order experiential view seems to
suggest naturally an input-type stance and to look for features of the
environment which are picked up by various stages in my retina, then
on up to the visual cortex.

5.1.3.2. However, this first impression of our experience is
misleading. A closer look reveals that indeed what I see has more to
do with the way I am put together as a mechanism that with an out-
there.15 This more subtle view of experience is in fact easier to corre-
late with the structure of the nervous system.

5.1.3.2.1. Thus, for example, whatever happens at the level of my
retina as a sensory surface has only one effect: modulation of neural
activity in the several neuronal aggregates to which it connects on
retinotopic basis. One of them is the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
of the thalamus, which the text calls “a relay station to the cortex”.
However, as one fiber from the retina comes in at a certain position in
the LGN, at least five other comes in at the same location.16 As a re-
sult, whatever the effect of the retinal activity is, it cannot but act as
only a modulator of something which is ongoing at the inside of the
nervous system. In this case what is relevant is the state of relative ac-
tivity between the various interconnects of the LGN with other brain
layers, and through them, with the whole brain. A diagram may help
to visualize the situation:
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5.1.3.2.2. This kind of system is more naturaly (or more easily)
described as one whose internal coherence, attained through the recip-
rocal layer-to-layer interconnections, is modulated via a coupling sur-
face, such as the retina. But the key in the system’s operation is the at-
tainment and diversity of its eigenbehaviour, not the nature of the
modulation. For example, we tend to think of colour as an attribute of
objetcs. However, at closer examination color is virtually independent
(except in very restricted situation) from the illumination that reaches
the eye. Colour is defined for us, experientially, through a mechanism
to which we have no direct experiential access. Such mechanism essen-
tially consists of an operation of relative comparison between levels of
activity, and the invariants obtained through this sort of mechanism do
correlate well with our experience of colours.17

5.1.4. If we shift our stance towards the nervous system from
an input to a closure-type, then what we look for as the mechanism
of learning and memory undergo a corresponding change.

5.1.4.1. One of the universal properties of all known nervous
tissues is that their structure at the local and cellular level is plastic. The
conclusion immediately follows: given a system with operational clo-
sure, whose structure changes slightly under a history of perturbations,
to an observer it will look it has learned and that it keeps a record of
what has happened. For the system however, no such record is neces-
sary, for a given change can happen at many sites simultaneously and
has no direct relationship with the perturbing agent. It is only for the
observer that, if the perturbation is recurrent, this event will look like a
recognition, computers work by storage and retrieval; nervous systems,
however, do not.

5.1.4.2. This is not to say that we can say now with accurate de-
tails exactly how do the landscape of eigenbehaviours change with the
small scale changes the cellular synaptic level. Work in this direction is
just beginning. We need a better understanding of how to characterize
an eigenbehaviour,18 and how new eigenbehaviour can arise under per-
turbations.19 This is certainly a major area to work in.

5.2. Let me now turn in a corresponding characterization
of the two viewpoints about evolution which amount to take either
an input or a closure-type stance.
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5.2.1. The input-type stance amounts to treat the environ-
ment as the main guideline to understand the dynamics of the modi-
fications by descent and its genetics, the result being a better adapted
lineage of organisms. In other words, natural selection is an example
of an optimization algorithm; the survival of the fittest.

5.2.2. The closure-type stance amount to treat the internal
coherences of an animal population as the guiding tread in under-
stand phyletic transformation. The result is that there is the genera-
tion of diversity but no sense of optimization of adaptation. In fact,
adaptation is an invariant, just like identity is an invariant as long as
the organisms does not disintegrate.20 Natural selection is here only a
description of the major boundary conditions, the range which such
phyletic diversity can proceed.

5.2.3. The reader will, again, agree with me that these two
stances amount to rather different views of evolution, and they imply
rather different things to look for and in designing experiments. In-
terestingly enough, the input-type stance or adaptationist paradigm
has also been in dominance over the past fifty years (at least in the an-
glo-saxon science).21 Yet there is today, and there has been for quite
sometime (in fact, since Darwin himself ), the alternative closure-type
stance. Again, the textbook view needs no motivation, for we are all
used to it. Lets the reader thinks, however, that to abandon an adap-
tationist viewpoint is as suicidal as abandoning a representational
view of the brain, let me say a few work of motivation for this view.

5.2.3.1. Consider the bodyplan of any organism. The adapta-
tionist tendency is to see this body as a collection of traits whose de-
sign can be explained though an optimal fit with the corresponding
aspect of the environment. At best such traits are seen as having some
cross correiations where a cost-benefit analysis can apply. However,
this result is still a collection of traits. It is thus that it comes to be
that we have heard the stories on how did the fish acquired its fins
and the kangaroo its big feet: it is a superior design for what it is
meant for.

5.2.3.2. However, this first impression is, again, misleading. For
it leaves out the most striking fact about both development and or-
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ganismic physiology, namely, that the unit does not work as a set of
traits but as a coherent whole. The position of a limb in an embryo
cannot be understood as some natural provision for what is to come
next but as the result of the interdependence and mutual definition of
what goes on in an embryo at each point. To change one point, is to
change radically its eigenbehaviour, and just one trait.

5.3.2.3. Thus an important continental school22 holds that the
constraints in a body plan which arise from this operational closure of
an organism “restrict possible paths and modes of change so strongly
that the contraints themselves become the most interesting aspect of
evolution”23.

For example A. Seilacher24 notes how the beautiful and intricate
patterns of the shells of certain molluscs are most easily explained as
diversity which arises from the diversity of materials to satisfy an in-
variant mode or architectural development. Correspondingly, he ar-
gues, these different forms do not correspond to some sought-for op-
timal adaptation.

5.3.2.4. This is not to say, again, that we have all the details of
how such mechanism work. In fact, at this stage evolutionary theory
is in the middle of a profound revision. However, independent of the
kinds of explicit mechanisms that are refined to express these ideas, it
is evident that the change of our stance from one of optimum design
and adaptation, to one of evolution ad tinkering,25 is a very profound
one.

Conclusion

Let me present to you the bare skeleton of the logic I have fol-
lowed in this article. It has 5 steps:

1. Self-organization is a behaviour which is proper to autonomous
units.

2. Autonomous units can be characterized if we change from an in-
put-type stance to a closure-type stance.
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3. Closure-type requires the understanding of the internal coher-
ence (eigenbehaviours) such units have.

4. When a unit exhibits enough structural plasticity its coherences
will be diverse and complex.

5. Such diversity in self-determined internal coherences, when ob-
served as behaviour under the appropriate contingencies of inter-
action, will appear as novelty, unpredictability, self-assertion, in
brief, as an autonomous self-organizing unit.

This proposed mechanism constitues, in fact, an explanation of
the phenomenon of self-organization because it is capable of generat-
ing it. I discussed how this perspective leads to a change in our cur-
rent understanding of at least two important situations: learning and
evolution. Our quest was into how the proposed mechanism actually
operates in both cases.

I wish to draw this presentation to an end with three commen-
taries.

First

It is no curious coincidence that for the last few decades, in two
major areas of biology – neurobioiogy and evolution – an input-type
description was chosen in favour of a (perfectly accessible) closure-type
stance. I believe this touches on a very deep prevalent contemporary
sensibility of our contemporary science. The best way I know of for-
mulating it is by saying that it favours a representational epistemology,
that is, the predominant view of knowledge as a world-picture.26 Spe-
cially in the context of anglosaxon scientific philosophical tradition,
this assumption feels like home.

In contrast, I firmly believe that there is a major change, or trend
of a change in our contemporary sensibilities and scientific epistemol-
ogy in the sense that we are becoming more and more interested in a
different epistemology, which is not concerned with the world-as-pic-
ture, but with the laying-down of a world, where a unit and its world
co-arise by mutual specification.
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It could be said that the notion of self-organization serves as a
clear symptom that differentiates between input-type machines
(whether we call them Turing, state-transition, or simple functionalist
theories), and biological autonomy and human understanding. Be-
cause self-organizing behaviour depends on a history of coupling, and
it is based on a mechanism which is explicitely distributive and
hermeneutic: it is interpretative, precisely, in the sense of laying down
of being.

It is in the sharing of this sensibility, and only in this sense, that I
see that there is a commonality between very disparate lines of research
in various fields, and which has been lumped under the term self-orga-
nization, englobing from physics27 to language and communication.28
I remain somewhat skeptical of grand synthesis of all of them, for it
fails to pinpoint the relevant commonality, which is epistemological,
and to search instead for a unit of methodology, which is at best mis-
leading.

Second

As for my second closing comment. Note that in both my out-
lines for how neurobiology and evolutionary thinking change in
changing our stance, it is evident that such a change of stance is not a
contradictory rejection. Again, here I see the possibilities of a rather
new styles of thinking relative to what has been typical in natural sci-
ences, with few glorious exceptions.

Consider for example evolutionary thinking and the adaptation-
ist programme. It is true that change a stance gives a different view of
life. However, the selectionist stance need not be negated, and in fact
it is a much simple explanation for some changes in the body plan of
an animal lineage. A typical example would be the tremendous envi-
ronmental changes during the triasic and their impact in the flora
and fauna that survived. On the same vein, for neurobiology,
courtship between two birds seems more easily explained as a typical
case of release of a very stable mechanism by an input-type action, the
sexual partner.
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Thus, at least for these two stances discussed here, it is possible to
superimpose the kinds of system they generate, so that we may have a
higher-level complementary view. I find this possibility very interest-
ing, but also there is the danger that lies in not keeping a clear track
of the kind of stances we are taking in each case, which lead us into
believing that we are addressing the very same system.

Thus, my plea is not for exclusivity of one view but for a mea-
sured pluralism. This is to say: a pluralism which keep clear track of
what are the actions we did that lead into seeing one or the other
kind of system, and how are we to superimpose them into a more en-
globing perspective.

I do not know whether we might not need other stances which
are as distinct and cleanly definable as the ones I have outlined here.
Maybe we do need them, and they could be appropriate for those sys-
tems, notably the social situations, which seem yet to resist attempts
to dig our conceptual teeth deep into them.29

However, an explicit methodology for multidimensional comple-
mentary seem to me one of the interesting directions in which our
many apparently disparate lines of research seem to be leading us.
The need for such clear-headed multidimensionality is one of the
trade marks that biological and social system impose on our science.

Third

My third and last closing commentary concerns the question of
novelty. In fact, it is impossibile to think about self-organization
without at the same time addressing this fascinating issue. I shall do
so now from the frame I have outlined before.

One question seems to me fully answered, namely: Where does
novelty come from? I have taken the position that novelty is always the
result of the specific kind of mechanism outlined here; in principle, we
know where does all novelty come from. This, however, raises another
underlying question: Once I have a mechanism which accounts for the
origin of a behaviour, is it still novel? Can I call the results of a know-
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able mechanism novel? So, apparently we have answered one question
only to fall into another, equally interesting one: Is there such as thing
as true novelty? My answer to this question is no, yes. No, there is no
novelty if the situation we are dealing with looks new because we did
not have at the time enough insight into the dynamics of the unit in
question. Such novelty vanishes whenever we improve our study and
come up with an appropriate dynamics, which is the origin of such be-
haviour. No, there is no novelty if the situation we are dealing with
looks new because we do not have a record of the history of perturba-
tion which make sense of the transformation from one kind of behav-
iour to the supposedly new one. Such novelty vanishes whenever we
improve our record (or our patience) and come up with the appropri-
ate history of contingencies. In a word: novelty is not truly such if is
bound to ignorance or partiality in perspective.

But, yes, there is novelty if the very act of asking for the system’s
behaviour, and thus entering in some interaction with it, changes its
dynamics. This is novelty which will not vanish, because we have en-
tered into a new dynamics, us and the observed behaviour, which in
itself may exhibit self-organizing behaviour. But this new, higher-or-
der dynamics is not separable from the act of asking the question.

We are all familiar with such interesting entanglement from
quantum mechanisms. But this is only the tip of the iceberg com-
pared with the situation we find in trying to find mechanisms for our
own understanding. Since the very activity of theory making is of the
same order of what it wants to explain, it will inevitably be incom-
plete. We cannot step outside our cognitive domain specified by our
biological and social beings. All we have is the current state, and there
will be, of necessity, an irreducibie realm of interactions; perturba-
tions always appear shifty, ungrounded, and unpredictable.

In my answer to the question about novelty then, novelty takes
on a different sense. Not that which is not accessible to mechanisms
or description. But that which falls in the inevitable cognitive blind
spots of our current understanding and experiencing.

Novelty is interesting, not because it is inaccessible to our de-
scriptions, but because the logic of the situation is such that we fall
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within the goedelian vortices of entangled hierarchies. It is in the na-
ture of such closure-type mechanisms that true novelty arises, of the
kind that has to do with human experience of freedom and creativity.
And Paul Valery, is apparently, of the same mind.
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MATHEMATICAL THEMES
OF FRANCISCO VARELA

I. Introduction

This is an article about the possibilities in the mathematical work
of Francisco Varela. The themes of this article will be related to my
personal history of work with Varela since that work is directly in-
volved in the mathematics he used and the possibilities inherent in
that mathematics. In this introduction I shall summarize in a nutshell
the mathematical ideas that Varela and I worked on together and I
shall give some facts and opinions about their development. Many of
these ideas were recorded by Varela in his seminal book “Foundations
of Biological Autonomy” (Varela (1979).

Francisco was one of the early people to recognize the signifi-
cance of the work “Laws of Form” (G. Spencer-Brown (1969) here-
after denoted LOF. He saw that LOF, based on the fundamental idea
of distinction, articulated a crucial concept that is foundational for
biology and the biology of language. By starting with a distinction we
understand that it is through a distinction that an organism makes, in
the eye of an observer, that the organism exhibits structural stability,
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autonomy and becomes an exemplar of the living. This notion of dis-
tinction is crucial to our understanding of the nature of an organism
and the nature of life itself. The distinction is a joint creation of the
organism in its environment and the observer. Together they give life
to the organism. The distinction does not appear without the observ-
er, and the distinction that is the organism does not appear without
the actions of the organism, producing itself from itself through com-
ponents taken from and given back to the environment. A crucial
model of this epistemology is given by Maturana, Uribe and Varela in
their paper “Autopoesis - the organization of living systems - its char-
acterization and a model” (Maturana, Uribe and Varela (1974)).

The notion that an organism must have autonomy of structure,
and yet that structure is intimately related to the interaction with the
environment and with an observer is the theme of Varela’s book
“Principles of Biological Autonomy”. Varela took a very daring intel-
lectual step in this book by creating a new extension of LOF that in-
cluded at its base a symbol for autonomy. This is the symbol of the
reentering mark:

Let the letter J denote this reentering mark. The reader can take
this symbol at the allegorical level as an Ouroboros, a World-Snake,
the Snake that Eats its Tail. The mythical indication of the self-de-
vouring, self-creating Universe.

Just alongside the mythological level, we have the notion of the
form that reenters its own indicational space. The form sits inside it-
self, just as the WorldSnake sits inside itself. We can indicate this
reentrance by an equation

J = < J >
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where the brackets indicate the outer boundary of the reentering
mark, and we see that J sits inside itself. Using the original reentrant
mark we write

The device of Barthélemy Aneau, wood block print from Picta poesis, 1552 (Image
from Glasgow University)
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In this way we indicate that J can appear as an infinite nest, and
so appear identically within itself. I will say more about this theme
later in the essay, but we should remark here that the infinite nesting
solution J = <<<<…>>>> requires discussion of the nature of infinity
and it certainly is a solution that goes outside the finite forms that a
person might search for in looking for a solution to the equation J =
<J>. The point about the “autonomous form” J is that it can be seen
to cross the boundary between object and process. It is at once both
an object and a process, just as a biological organism is both an object
and a process in the eye of its beholder. Varela took the step of identi-
fying such an autonomous form at the basis for his “calculus for self-
reference” and he placed it in alignment with the autonomous nature
of a living organism.

II. Meeting andWork with Varela

I discovered the book “Laws of Form” [G. Spencer-Brown (1969)] in
1974, some time after the book had been published, and two years af-
ter I had completed a PhD in mathematics from Princeton University.
I was teaching at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle (as it was
called at that time). I encountered a special experience in the founda-
tions of thought and mathematics, almost as soon as I picked up that
book by G. Spencer-Brown. Spencer-Brown’s book was a turning
point in my intellectual life. Laws of Form is a lucid exposition of the
foundations of mathematics. It embodies a movement from creativity,
to creation, to symbol, to system and language and thought and self.
Expressing that creation took away the apparent ground of my previ-
ous conception. There was no longer any distinction between the cer-
tainty or uncertainty of mathematics and the certainty or uncertainty
of present experience. There was no longer any distinction between
geometry/topology and logic. There was no longer any possibility that
logic could be the foundation of mathematics, or that mathematics
could have any foundation other than itself. There are many roads to
this place. For me, Laws of Form came along at the right time. Later, I
enjoyed reading accounts of similar experiences with Laws of Form by
non-mathematicians such as Alan Watts and John Lilly.
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A year after my encounter with Laws of Form a seminar arose at
the Circle Campus (now called the University of Illinois at Chicago).
This seminar, devoted to Laws of Form, met every Wednesday at the
apartment of Kelvin Rodolfo, a professor of geology at the Circle.
The seminar met cordially for the whole evening in a comfortable liv-
ing room with food and drink and ample time for discussion. We
were an eclectic group: David Solzman from Geography, Rachel
MacKenzie, Gerry Swatez from Sociology, Joy Swatez, Kathy Critten-
den from Sociology, Mike Lieber from Anthropology, Paul Uscinski a
young computer scientist, Brayton Gray from Mathematics, myself
and others. We read the book, argued over it, free associated to it,
performed it and generally wandered in the space opened from the
possibility of a single distinction. This seminar had a life of more
than three years and it deeply influenced the lives of all its members.

Paul and I became fascinated by the recursive and circuitous world
of Chapter 11 in Laws of Form. We invented for ourselves an interpre-
tation of the workings of those circuits, and we found ourselves writing
the reentering mark to express these ideas.

I discovered, around this time, an article in the Whole Earth Mag-
azine about a young biologist, Francisco Varela, who had just written a
paper [Varela (1975)] about Laws of Form and had worked out an alge-
bra that included the reentering mark! We found Francisco’s paper and
added it to the discussion in the seminar. I resolved to get in touch with
him.

A little research turned up Francisco’s connection with Heinz von
Foerster and the Biological Computer Laboratory at the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, about 150 miles from Chicago. We
had earlier in the seminar called up Heinz to tell him that we were
studying Laws of Form. Heinz had written the brilliant review of Laws
of Form that appears in the Whole Earth Catalog, where he character-
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izes it as “Spencer-Brown’s transistorized 20th century version of Oc-
cam’s razor”. When we called Heinz and told him of our endeavor he
laughed and we laughed over the telephone.

I was fascinated by the notion of imaginary boolean values and the
idea that the reentering mark and its relatives, the complex numbers
could be regarded as such values. The idea is that there are “logical val-
ues” beyond true and false, and that these values can be used to prove theo-
rems in domains that ordinary logic cannot reach. At that time I was fasci-
nated by the reentering mark, and I wanted to think about it, in and
out of the temporal domain.

The reentering mark has a value that is either marked or unmarked
at any given time. But as soon as it is marked, the markedness acts upon
itself and becomes unmarked. “It” disappears itself! However, as soon as
the value is unmarked, then the unmarkedness “acts” to produce a mark!

You might well ask how unmarkedness can “act” to produce marked-
ness. How can we get something from nothing? The answer in Laws of
Form is subtle. It is an answer that destroys itself. The answer is that any
given “thing” is identical with what it is not. Thus markedness is identical
to unmarkedness. Light is identical to darkness. Everything is equivalent
to nothing. Comprehension is identical to incomprehension. Any duality
is identical to its confusion into union. There is no way to understand
this “law of identity” in a rational frame of mind. An irrational frame of
mind is (in this view) identical to a rational frame of mind. All is the
working of the reentering mark. In Tibetan Buddhist logic there is exis-
tence, nonexistence and that which neither exists nor does not exist [T.
Stcherbatsky (1968)]. Here is the realm of imaginary value.

The condition of reentry, carried into time, reveals an alternating
series of states that are marked or unmarked. This primordial wave-
form can be seen as an alternation of plus and minus or as an alterna-
tion of minus and plus:

… + - + - + - + - + - + - + - … ,
… - + - + - + - + - + - + - + …

or as

Marked, Unmarked, Marked, Unmarked,...
Unmarked, Marked, Unmarked , Marked,...
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I decided to examine these two total temporal states as represen-
tatives of the reentering mark, and I called them I and J respectively
[L. H. Kauffman (1978) – DeMorgan Algebras]. These two imagi-
nary values fill out a world of possibility perpendicular to the world of
true and false.

I wrote a paper about I and J, showing how they could be used to
prove a completeness theorem for a four valued logic based on True,
False, I and J. I called this the “waveform arithmetic” associated with
Laws of Form. In this theory the imaginary values I and J participate
in the proof that their own algebra is incomplete. This is a use of the
imaginary value in a process of reasoning that would be much more
difficult (if not impossible) without it. Prior to that I had written a
paper using Francisco’s “Calculus for Self- Reference” to analyze the
temporal behavior of self-referential circuits [L.H. Kauffman (1978)
– Network Synthesis]. My papers were inspired by Varela’s use of the
reentering mark in his analysis of the completeness of the calculus for
self-reference that he associated with that symbol.

I also started corresponding with Francisco, telling him all sorts
of ideas and recreations related to self-reference. We agreed to meet,
and I visited him in Boulder, Colorado in 1977. There we made a
plan for a paper using the waveform arithmetic. This became the pa-
per “Form Dynamics”, eventually published in the Journal for Social
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and Biological Structures [L.H. Kauffman and F. Varela (1980)]. An
earlier attempt to publish it in the International Journal of General
Systems was met by the criticism that we had failed to acknowledge
the entire(!) Spanish School of Polish Logic. I still have the letter
from that referee. Later I learned to appreciate Spanish Polish logic (a
group of logicians in Spain working on DeMorgan algebras and relat-
ed matters in multiple-valued logic). Francisco based a chapter of his
book “Principles of Biological Autonomy” on form dynamics. I re-
member being surprised to find some of my words and phrases in the
pages of his book.

The point about Form Dynamics was to extend the notion of au-
tonomy inherent in a timeless representation of the reentering mark
to a larger context that includes temporality and the way that time
can be implicit in a spatial or symbolic form. Thus the reentering mark
itself is beyond duality, but implicate within it are all sorts and forms of
duality from the duality of space and time to the duality of temporal
forms shifted in time from one another, to the duality of form and noth-
ingness “itself ”. I believe that both Francisco and I felt that in develop-
ing Form Dynamics we had reached a balance in relation to these du-
alities that was quite fruitful, creative and meditative. It was a won-
derful aesthetic excursion into basic science.

This work relates at an abstract level with the notions of autono-
my and autopoesis inherent in the earlier work of Maturana, Uribe
and Varela [H. Maturana, R. Uribe and F. J. Varela (1974)]. There
they gave a generalized definition of life (autopoesis) and showed how
a self-distinguishing system could arise from a substrate of “chemical”
interaction rules. I am sure that the relationship between the concept
of the reentering mark and the details of this earlier model was instru-
mental in getting Francisco to think deeply about Laws of Form and
to focus on the Calculus for Self-Reference. Later developments in
fractal explorations and artificial life and autopoesis enrich the con-
text of Form Dynamics.

At the time (around 1980) that Francisco and I discussed Form
Dynamics we were concerned with providing a flexible framework
within which one could have the “eigenforms” of Heinz von Foerster
[Heinz von Foerster (1981)] and also the dynamical evolution of
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these forms as demanded by biology and by mathematics. It was clear
to me that Francisco had a deep intuition about the role of these
eigenforms in the organizational structure of biology. This is an intu-
ition that comes forth in his books [Varela (1974, 1975, 1979, 1981,
1987, 2001)] and in his other work as well.

There is a more general theme that has been around since that
time. It is the theme of “unfolding from a singularity” as in catastrophe
theory. In the metaphor of this theme the role of the fixed point is like
the role of the singularity. The fixed point is an organizing center, but it
is imaginary in relation to the actual behaviour of the organism, just as
the “I” of an individual is imaginary in relation to the social/biological
context. The Buddhists say that the “I” is a “fill- in”. The linguists point
out that “ I am the one who says “I”.” The process that is living never
goes to the fixed point, is never fully stable. The process of approxima-
tion that is the experiential and experienced I is a process lived in, and
existing in the social/biological context. Mind becomes conversational
domain and “mind” becomes the imaginary value generated in that do-
main. Heinz von Foerster [Heinz von Foerster (1981)] said “I am the
observed relation between myself and observing myself.”

The biological context is a domain where structural coupling and
coordination give rise to mind and language. The fixed point is fun-
damental to what the organism is not. In the imaginary sense, the or-
ganism becomes what it is not.

Francisco invited me to participate in summer science seminars
held at the Naropa Institute in Boulder Colorado in the early 1980’s.
We had a group of scientists and courses of lectures: linguistics (Alton

Becker, Kyoko Inoue), poetry (Haj Ross), poetry and linguistics
(Haj Ross), geography (David Solzman), biology(Varela and Matu-
rana), psychology(Eleanor Rosch), Laws of Form (Kauffman), con-
structive mathematics (Newcomb Greenleaf ) and more. We talked
and talked. I do not know how many of us also meditated, but the at-
mosphere of the Buddhist Institute provided a wonderful place for
the gestation and exchange of ideas.

After those Naropa years we saw each other a few more times .
Once we drove together from a cybernetics meeting (a Gordon con-
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ference) to a weekend retreat at the Buddhist center Karme Choling
in Northern Vermont. I saw him again in Paris in 1989 and once at
at conference in Brussels (“Einstein Meets Magritte”) in the 1990’s.

In that time I kept returning to Laws of Form and our shared
ideas and continued these themes for many years up to the present.
[Kauffman (1978, 1980, 1985, 1987, 1994, 1995, 2001, 2003,
2005, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2015, 2016)].

In those same years, from 1978 until the middle 1990’s I had a
long and complex correspondence with G. Spencer-Brown that culmi-
nated in my paper [Kauffman (2005)- Reformulating the map color
theorem] about his approach to the four-color map theorem. These
conversations also revolved around the nature of mathematics and the
nature of the circuit structures in Chapter 11 of Laws of Form.

Much of my work on cybernetics and Laws of Form grows out of
this interaction with Varela. The reader can consult more recent pa-
pers of mine to see how this work expands on eigenform and recur-
sion and how a subject I call Iterants grows out of Form Dynamics.
There is much more to be done in understanding these ideas that
come from a cybernetic and biological stance.

III. From Categories and Functors to Eigenforms

Another important theme in Varela’s book is the use of categories
and functors to study biological autonomy. A category is a very gen-
eral mathematical notion that is based on the philosophy that things,
objects arise and acquire meaning through their relations and rela-
tionships. Just so, in a category there are objects, but we are not nec-
essarily told anything about their “internal structure”. Indeed the ob-
jects may not have any internal structure, just as the idealized points
in geometry have no internal structure. This is in direct contrast to
set theory where the objects are sets, and except for the empty set,
every set has internal structure in the sense of its members. In catego-
ry theory there are objects (possibly void of internal structure) and
morphisms, represented as directed arrows from one object to another
object. Thus if A and B are objects in a category, then there may be a
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morphism f: A à B. We name the morphism by the letter f, as shown.
This has the same form as the notation for a function from one set to
another, but it can denote nothing more than a directional relation
from A to B.

If I have a morphism f:A→B and another morphism g:B→C,
then it is an axiom of category theory that there shall be a composite
morphism fg:A→C. You should think of fg as obtained by going
from A to B by f and then going from B to C by g. (I will use the or-
dering fg here so that we go from left to right lexicographically to
compose the morphisms.) We can depict this relationship as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Composition of Morphisms

The next axiom of category theory concerns three morphisms.

f: A→B, g: B→C and h: C→D.

Now we have (fg)h and f(gh) by performing the composition of f
and g first and then composing with h, or by performing the compo-
sitions of g and h first and then composing with f. See Figure 2.

Figure 2. Associations of Morphisms
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The second axiom of category theory asserts that there is an
equality of morphisms (fg)h = f(gh). We say that composition of mor-
phisms is associative.

Finally, the third and last axiom of category theory asserts that
every object A has an identity morphism 1A: A→A. This is a mor-
phism from A to itself, such that any composition with it by another
morphism, leaves the other composition unchanged. For example, if
f: A→B, then 1Af=f.

Any directed graph G generates a category. We let the nodes of the
graph be the objects and we make each edge of the graph into a mor-
phism. We add an identity morphism at each node (object) and de-
fine each directed path in the graph to be a composite morphism.
Paths are composed in the usual way by having two paths such that
the start node of one is the end node of the other. The composite
path is obtained by walking along the paths consecutively. Thus we
obtain from a directed graph G, a category Pa(G), the path category of
the graph. In fact there is a complementarity between graphs and cat-
egories in the following sense. We can consider the collection of all
graphs as a category in its own right where the objects are individual
graphs. Let us call this category of graphs Graphs. We can also con-
sider a category of all (small) categories. Here the objects are cate-
gories and we will call this category of categories Categories. Then
we have functors (maps of categories preserving their structure) Pa:
Graphs→Categories, and F: Categories→Graphs. The first functor
is our path method of converting a graph to a category. The second
functor F forgets the category structure and just sees the objects as
nodes and the arrows of the category as directed edges. This back and
forth association between graphs and categories is an example of an
adjoint pair of functors. The reader will, in fact, find a lucid descrip-
tion of adjoint functors in Varela’s book “Principles of Biological Au-
tonomy” in Chapter 10, page 97. Varela made a good beginning in
this work on a categorical analysis of the meaning and possibility in
the concept of complementarity at many levels. He used this formal-
ism of categories to think about many specific aspects of biological
organisms such as the way the immune system operates and at anoth-
er level how mind, language and body interact. At another level com-
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plementarities occur between the very concepts of process and object
and he managed to summarize these with a precision that was bol-
stered by the underlying category theory.

Category theory is a way to approach mathematics and its applica-
tions with attention to concept and meaning. Consider the simplest cat-
egory. This category has one object O and one morphism 1O : O→O
that composes with itself to produce itself. In other words, this simplest
category just has one entity and the barest sort of self-reference of this
entity to itself, in the form of the morphism 1O.

What is the next simplest category with only one object? We can
have another morphism f: O→O and this time we will not put any
restrictions on the compositions of f with itself. Then we have many
generated morphisms: f, ff, fff, ffff, … In fact we have an infinity of
such morphisms, and they correspond to going around the arrow f
that points from O to itself. This category embodies the concept that
“self-reference is infinity in finite quise”. The arrow f makes a refer-
ence from O to O , and the iteration of this reference gives an associ-
ated infinity. These compositions are the paths in the graph that is in-
dicated by the one node O and the one directed edge f. Thus this
simple category indicates the adjoint relationship between the path
category and the simple graph of self-reference.

Figure 3. Self Reference in a Simple Category
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We can go further than the usual category theory by considering
the infinite composition J = fffffff… and now we have arrived at the
first eigenform, for it is the case that fJ = J. J is unchanged under the
application of f. The infinity generated by the self-reference has re-
turned to as in the form of self-reference as an eigenform.

There is clearly much more to be done in using categorical ideas
in understanding cybernetics and biological autonomy. This is an as-
pect of Varela’s work (and his collaborations with Joseph Goguen)
that should be pursued vigorously by mathematical oriented cyber-
neticists.

Nevertheless, in following the epistemology and the fundamental
notions of cybernetics, one should, in my opinion, start not with cat-
egories, but with Laws of Form. In Laws of Form we have a simplest
possible mathematical formalism, a symbol < > that represents a dis-
tinction between its outside and its inside. (Here I will use these
brackets. In Spencer-Brown’s book a partial box, the mark, is used to
the same purpose.) Even without any further axioms for using the
mark, one can proceed to find a multitude of iconic forms: < > ,
<<>>, <<<>>>, <<<<>>>>,…

Here I have only indicated the simple nesting that we have dis-
cussed earlier. By taking an infinite nest as in

J = <<<<<…>>>>>

we obtain the reentering mark with J = <J>. Other self-referential
forms can be constructed by similar recursions. For example we can
have F so that F = <<F> F> and G so that G = < G G>. We have al-
most at once an arithmetic of infinity and reentrance emanating from
the idea of a distinction.

In simplicity we realize that the mark < > can be seen as the result
of crossing from the unmarked state. Then the icon < > for the mark
can be seen as an operator that transports (an observer!) from the un-
marked inside to the marked outside. Seeing that mark as an opera-
tor, we can then see that < < > > can be interpreted as a passage from
a marked state (on the inside) and crossing from the marked state
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yields the unmarked state. Thus < < > > represents the unmarked
state and we can write

<< >> =

where I place nothing to the right of the equals sign since the icon for
the unmarked state is no icon at all.

By the same token, one can understand that two adjacent marks

< > < >

stands just for the marked state since each mark can be seen as the
name of the other mark. Thus we can write

< > < > = < >.

These two equations complete the construction of the mark as a
logical particle and form the beginning of the mathematics and epis-
temology of Laws of Form.

To this day we continue to work on interweaving the fundamen-
tal simplicity of Laws of Form with the more complex levels of recur-
sion, reentry, category theory, eigenform and other aspects of mathe-
matical modeling.

It is in following the epistemological track of autonomy that
Varela was led to consider mathematical domains that included dis-
tinctions (Laws of Form) recursions, category theory, lambda calculus
and eigenforms. All of these mathematical domains have stood the
test of time in relation to cybernetics and yet all of them are really at
the beginning of a development that can bring forth the potential
that cybernetics has a nexus where the observer and the observed are
not one nor are they two. The cybernetic nexus where the observer
plays hide and seek in the relationships that become an observed
world is our subject/object matter in working with this field. Varela
had the courage to go into the mathematics and begin a necessary ex-
ploration of formal language in relation to biology and the nature of
the organism.
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IV. Eigenform and Reflexivity

I want to summarize very briefly here a way that I work with to
explore how the mathematics of reflexivity is relevant to cybernetics.
Francisco Varela considered this theme in his work as well, and the
difference between the approach I shall outline and his, is more a
matter of taste than anything else. The reader should compare with
Chapter 13 of “Foundations of Biological Autonomy”.

I say that a set D is a reflexive domain if every element of D is al-
so a transformation of D to itself. Thus given an object or element a
in D there is a corresponding function (morphism) a: D→D. Here
the role of a as a morphism is that it is a function from D to D. This
means that if b is an object in D then ab will be a new object in D.
We then further assume that if we define a mapping from D to D us-
ing these morphisms, then the new mapping corresponds to an ele-
ment of D. For example, if I define fx = (ax)(bx) for any x, then we
assume that there really is an element f in D with this very property.
In the reflexive domain, every ‘person’ is also an ‘agent’, who trans-
forms the whole space D to itself. There is a complementarity in a re-
flexive domain between its objects and its morphisms.

A key theorem about reflexive domains is this following result
[Barendregt (1985)].

Church-Curry Fixed Point Theorem. In a reflexive domain D,
every element F has a fixed point. That is, if F is in D then there is g in
D such that Fg = g. In other words every F in D is the transformation for
an eigenform that corresponds to F.

Proof of the Theorem. Define Gx = F(xx). Then there is a G in
D with this property, by the assumption that D is a reflexive domain.
Therefore GG = F(GG) follows, by letting G act on itself. But this
means that we can take g = GG and then Fg = g. This completes the
proof. //

The remarkable fact about this construction of eigenform is that
it does not involve an excursion to infinity. Look at a special case.
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Define Gx = <xx>.

Then GG = <GG> and so if J = GG, we have J = <J>.

I have produced the reentrant mark without the ‘construction’ of
infinitely many marks as I did in the introduction, and as I did in the
section on category theory where I went around the circle of self-ref-
erence infinitely many times.

With this concept of reflexive domain we can continue the dis-
cussion and extend it beyond biology to the many reflexive domains
that appear to us once we adjust a cybernetic lens and keep the ob-
server as an actor in the system that engulfs us.

V. A Last Word

I would like to give Francisco Varela the last word(s) in this essay
by quoting a passage from “Principles of Biological Autonomy”. This
paragraph is from 16.3 “Linguistic Domains and Conversations” p.
267.

“From another perspective, if we consider a conversation as a totality,
there cannot be a distinction about what is contributed by whom. Linde
and Goguen (1978) … in their careful descriptions of the structure of
discourse, … found no evidence that the text, as a coherent entity, could
be attributed to separate speakers, but it was an alloy of their participa-
tion, and exhibited rules and laws that are not reducible to the separate
contributions. A similar basic methodological principle is behind Pask’s
approach to teaching machines, where a conversation is a coherent recur-
sive aggregate.

… These ideas are precisely in line with the central theme of this book:
that every autonomous structure will exhibit a cognitive domain and be-
have as a separate, distinct aggregate. Such autonomous units can be con-
stituted by any process capable of engaging in organizational closure,
whether molecular interactions, managerial manipulations, or conversa-
tional participation. I am saying, then, that whenever we engage in social
interactions that we label as dialogue or conversation, these constitute au-
tonomous aggregates, which exhibit all the properties of other au-
tonomous units. …”
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In this way, Varela produced a coherent theory, mathematical at
base and based on fundamental notions of distinction and autonomy.
This theory has enormous reach and we are only at the threshold of
beginning to appreciate it and understand that his conversation is our
conversation in an exchange without end, in the wholeness of our
conversational domain.
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AUTOPOIESIS WITH OR WITHOUT COGNITION:
DEFINING LIFE AT ITS EDGE

1. Posing the question

The theory of autopoiesis, as developed by Maturana and Varela
(Varela et al. 1974; Maturana & Varela 1980, 1998; Maturana et al.
1960; Varela 2000), captures the essence of cellular life by recognizing
that life is a cyclic process that produces the components that in turn
self-organize in the process itself, and all within a boundary of its own
making. The authors thus arrived at the definition of an autopoietic
unit, as a system that is capable of self-maintenance owing to a process
of components self-generation from within. This generalizes the defini-
tion of life. Systems involving RNA-DNA coding (as in actual cells) are
no longer the only possible living entities. The important notion is that
the activity leading to life is a process from within, i.e. dictated by the
internal system’s organization. This ‘activity from within’ permeates all
other concepts associated to autopoiesis, like the notion of autonomy, or
biological evolution, or the rules of internal closure (Varela et al. 1974;
Maturana & Varela 1980, 1998; Maturana et al. 1960; Varela 2000).
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The philosophical implications of autopoiesis have been conside-
red in the literature (Varela 1979, 1989a; Zeleny 1977, 1997; Matu-
rana 1987; Varela et al. 1991; Luisi 2003; Fleishacker 1988). In parti-
cular, this concept has been extended to social systems, where the
term ‘social autopoiesis’ has been coined (Luhman 1984; Mingers
1995, 1997). It has also been pointed out, that in the theory of auto-
poiesis there are some uncertainties and points that necessitate deeper
analysis (Luisi 2003). One of these is whether autopoiesis is the ne-
cessary and sufficient condition for life. In the early days of autopoie-
sis, Maturana and Varela held that this must be the case. They explici-
tly wrote that ‘autopoiesis is necessary and sufficient to characterize
the organization of living systems’ (Maturana & Varela 1980, p. 82).
Later they identified this organization with life itself, when they asser-
ted that ‘autopoiesis in the physical space is necessary and sufficient
to characterize a system as a living system’ (Maturana & Varela 1980,
p. 112). Similarly, Fleischaker (1998) wrote that whatever is living
must be autopoietic, and that conversely, whatever is autopoietic must
be living. However, according to us, the latter statement goes too far.
In this paper we would like to clarify its limits.

The other point that gives rise to some uncertainty in the pri-
mary literature of autopoiesis, is the relation between autopoiesis and
cognition. This relation is central in the present paper.

In this regard, it is useful to recall that Maturana and Varela, in
addition to the question ‘what is the blue-print of life?’, had in their
agenda another important question: ‘what is cognition?’ (Maturana
& Varela 1980, 1998; Maturana et al. 1960; Varela 1979, 2000). In
their analysis, they pointed out an indissoluble link between being a
living system and interacting with the environment. One particular
aspect of this interaction is that all living systems owe their living sta-
tus to the selection of certain chemicals from the environment. These
chemicals are called ‘nutrients’ to denote a specific relation between
them and the metabolic network that incorporates them. This process
of biochemical recognition occurs via a specific sensorium, which in
turn has been developed throughout a history of coupling interac-
tions between autopoietic units and changing environments. The
authors used the term ‘cognition’ for this process of biological selecti-
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vity— and they came to establish a basic equivalence between life and
cognition. They claimed that there is no life without cognition, and
that it is the co-emergence of the autopoietic unit and its cognitive
activity that gives rise to the process of life (Maturana & Varela 1980,
1998; Maturana et al. 1960; Varela 1979, 2000). According to them
‘Living systems are cognitive systems, and living as a process is a pro-
cess of cognition’ (Maturana and Varela 1980, p. 13). 

Together with Maturana’s and Varela’s previously quoted state-
ment, this would mean complete equivalence between three proces-
ses: autopoiesis, life and cognition. At this point, our doubt about the
equivalence between autopoiesis and life can be reformulated thus: is
there a real equivalence between autopoiesis and cognition?

The reason why the relation between autopoiesis and cognition
may give rise to some confusion can be formulated in the following
way: if cognition is a primary feature of life, and if there is an equiva-
lence between autopoiesis and life, cognition should be included ex-
plicitly in the definition of autopoiesis. True, since cognition is prima
facie a relational feature, whereas autopoiesis is an organizational fea-
ture, this inclusion does not amount to a mere identification. Howe-
ver, autopoiesis could at least include the necessity of cognition-like
relations for its own maintenance in its definition. Conversely, if (as
hitherto witnessed in the literature) this is not done, in other words if
cognition (a) remains excluded from the definition of autopoiesis
(which focuses on internal organization and self-generation) and (b)
is nevertheless construed as indispensable for life, then autopoiesis
and cognition are distinct processes, and autopoiesis alone may not
be sufficient for defining life.

This question appears to be timely, as another group of authors
has approached the same question almost simultaneously to us (Bour-
gine and Stewart 2004). These authors start on a different premise,
presenting a mathematical model of a three-dimensional tessellation
automaton of autopoiesis, and developing different arguments from
ours as far as the relation with cognition is concerned. However, the
conclusion reached by Bourgine and Stewart is similar to ours, with a
few interesting exceptions that are discussed later on.
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Figure 1. The autopoietic self-reproduction of vesicles.

2. A model of autopoietic fatty acid vesicles

The present paper, instead of considering theoretical models, fo-
cuses on systems that have been considered experimental expressions
of chemical autopoiesis (Bachman et al. 1992; Luisi 1996, 1997; Wal-
de et al. 1994; Wick et al. 1995; Zepik et al. 2001). They originated
from a direct interaction with Varela (see Luisi et al. 1996) and have
the advantage of being simple laboratory systems. This way, the que-
stion of whether such autopoietic chemical systems are ‘living’ or not
can be checked against a real, concrete case. 

Let us consider more closely one of those implemented chemical
autopoietic systems. A typical example is represented in figure 1. 

Here, one starts from a relatively static aqueous system (vesicle)
formed by the surfactant S. Then, a highly lipophilic precursor of S,
indicated as S–S, binds to the boundary of the vesicle and is hydroly-
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sed there yielding the very surfactant S. The vesicle grows, and even-
tually it divides into two or more thermodynamically more stable
smaller vesicles. The more vesicles that are formed, the more S–S is
bound and the more vesicles are formed, i.e. the process is auto-ca-
talytic. Since the whole process of hydrolysis and growth takes place
because of and within the boundary, the vesicle can be seen as a sim-
ple self-reproducing, autopoietic system. 

In fact, such systems fulfil the three criteria of autopoiesis indica-
ted by Varela (2000). These criteria are: (1) that the system builds its
own boundaries; (2) that this construction is due to reaction(s) (acti-
vity) taking place within the system; (3) that it is performed through
reactions determined by the system itself. It is clear that these criteria
apply to the system of figure 1, albeit in the limiting case that: (i) all
is taking place at its boundary; and (ii) there is no activity in the
aqueous core. Indeed, these systems are the simplest possible case of
experimental autopoiesis. The former three criteria have also been
used by Bourgine and Stewart (2004), where they are applied to the
threedimensional tessellation automaton. 

While the system in figure 1 corresponds to autopoiesis in a self-
reproducing mode, an autopoietic system in the homeostatic mode
has also been implemented experimentally (Zepik et al. 2001). This is
characterized by two competing processes, one that forms the vesicles,
the other that destroys them, both taking place at the boundary. By
changing the conditions, the relative velocity of the two processes
changes, and accordingly the system can be in homeostasis, can grow
or can decay and ‘die’ (Zepik et al. 2001). 

Now, all this represents a vesicle that adsorbs chemicals and by
doing so is capable of self-generation from within, either in the mode
of homeostasis or in the mode of growth and self-reproduction. What
is then the difference with a bacterium, that absorbs sugar as a nu-
trient from the environment? At first sight, this vesicular process and
the bacterial process of glucose assimilation are similar. However, we
would commonly ascribe the definition of living to the second case,
and generally not to the first case. Admittedly, both systems are auto-
poietic (Luisi 1996), but we cannot help thinking that there must be
a difference between them. To substantiate the notion of this diffe-
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rence, we characterize it from a ‘cognitive’ point of view, according to
an argument which is developed in the following sections.

3. Cognition: 
a non-representationalist definition, with qualifications

The first general problem is to provide a definition of cognition
that is both comprehensive enough to avoid mere identification with
human brain’s functioning, and specific enough not to encompass any
self-catalytic chemical process whatsoever. Some of these considera-
tions have been presented before in a preliminary form (Bitbol 2001). 

Maturana and Varela’s theory of cognition is certainly the most
radical attempt in this direction. In this theory, the relevant concept
is not information provided by the external world, but local environ-
mental conditions for maintaining an operationally closed, autopoietic
unit. The invariants of this type of unit are said not to represent any
feature of the world, but rather to identify with steady aspects of its
own internal dynamical organization. As for the advisable changes of
an operationally closed unit, they do not prove that the unit possesses
a faithful picture of the world according to which the changes are de-
termined, but only that its internal working is viable in relation to en-
vironmental disturbances. In other terms: cognition is definitely not
tantamount to a passive reproduction of some external reality. It is in-
stead mostly governed by the activity of the cognitive system itself. To
understand this, one must realize that it is the cognitive structure that
selects, and retroactively alters, the stimuli to which it is sensitive. By
this combination of choice and feed-back, the organic structure de-
termines (in a way moulds) its own specific environment; and the en-
vironment in turn brings the cognitive organization to its full deve-
lopment. The system and the environment make one another: cogni-
tion according to Maturana and Varela is a process of co-emergence. 

True, the verbal separation between the world and the inner orga-
nization of the unit sounds like a false dichotomy in view of the very
theory of cognition that uses it. How can someone refer to something
such as an ‘external independent world’ if all they can say about it uses
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the mediation of their ‘inner’ categories? And, conversely, how can one
claim that these categories are ‘only internal’, since this presupposes a
contrast with the ‘external independent world’? Should we then accept
that the invariants of an operationally closed unit are indeed equiva-
lent to representations, if we make clear that what they ‘represent’ are
features of the environment that are salient relative to them, thereby care-
fully avoiding the slippery notion of an ‘external independent world’?
Should we rehabilitate the term ‘representation’ that was initially bani-
shed, provided we keep the former qualification in mind? These radi-
cal questions are perfectly sound; however, by implementing them too
thoroughly, we run the risk of wiping out, in the vocabulary we use,
the momentous difference between naive realism and Maturana and
Varela’s theory of cognition. Even though this difference cannot be ac-
curately expressed by any lexical remnant of the dualist picture, it re-
tains a function that we make readily accessible in the rest of this paper
by using a systematically altered vocabulary (for instance, we will re-
place ‘representation’ with expressions such as ‘representation-like
behaviour’ or ‘representation-like organization’ whenever necessary). 

One important function of Maturana and Varela’s theory is that it
forces one to redefine the ‘cognitive domain’ of the operationally clo-
sed unit and to take advantage of this to discover new modes of co-
gnition. Although the theory is expressed in a language that still bor-
rows something from the representationalist paradigm it tends to re-
place, it retains the value of a guiding thread towards hitherto ignored
(or minimized) aspects of cognition. As we mentioned at the begin-
ning of this section, in Maturana and Varela’s theory of cognition, the
‘cognitive domain’ is said to be no longer some fraction of a pre-exi-
sting world, but a region of the environment that has co-evolved with
the closed unit and in which the latter’s organization may persist, de-
velop and reproduce despite the disturbances.1 From this remark (and
irrespective of the persistently dualist undertones of its statement)
one is led to contest the universal validity of the ‘view from nowhere’
theory of cognition and to complement it with the idea of ‘situated’
or ‘embedded’ modes of cognition that has proved so fruitful (Clark
1997; Varela 1994). This is by itself a momentous result.
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4. Metabolism as autopoietic cognition

Now, the next step consists of going from these very general
considerations to the practical case of biological and chemical sy-
stems. Clearly, all that has just been said about cognition can be ab-
stracted from the notion of metabolism. When an amoeba or any
other living cell chooses the metabolites from the environment and
rejects catabolites in it, this corresponds to a dynamic interaction
that permits the enacting and the coming to being of both the living
organism and the environment. In other words, metabolism always
involves a dynamic interaction with the outer medium. Therefore,
metabolism is already by itself the biological correlate of the notion of co-
gnition. In this sense, our view is slightly different from the predica-
ment of Bourgine and Stewart (2004), who write ‘autopoiesis focuses
naturally on the internal functioning of the organism, notably its
metabolism; cognition naturally thematizes the interactions between
an organism and its environment’. We believe in fact that metaboli-
sm is not only a property of the interior of the living organism. Me-
tabolism cannot exist permanently without (mutual) interaction
with the environment. In this active interaction, the organism selects
its material, and in this sense a fullblown metabolism is tantamount to
cognition. 

A closer examination, however, shows that there are two levels of
metabolism—and therefore of cognition. Firstly, the normal, steady
metabolism described above usually concerns compounds that are al-
ready ‘familiar’, i.e. metabolites that have accompanied the life of the
cell and its progeny for generations by recursive series of interactions.
Secondly, in addition to this ‘familiar’ aspect of metabolism, there is
another, albeit less frequent level that refers to the interaction with
entirely novel compounds. This is important, as it opens the possibi-
lity of temporary or permanent reshuffling of the metabolic pathways
of the autopoietic unit, and is associated with adaptation and evolu-
tion. 

In other, more detailed, words, we should consider two aspects of
metabolism/cognition. 
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(1) The ordinary homeostatic metabolism that corresponds to the
normal life and self-maintenance of the cell. There, the cell uses a
multiplicity of standard ‘nutrients’ that may or may not all be
present at the same time. This mode of functioning presupposes
a (limited) range of possible changes in the structure of the cell,
in order to incorporate and use the nutrients to which it is adap-
ted whenever they appear in its environment. Interestingly, this
ability may also extend to non-standard elements, if it happens
that they have enough chemical features in common with the
standard ‘nutrients’. 

(2) An open-ended metabolism of elements that are ‘novel’ in the
strongest sense, since they require an unprecedented rearrange-
ment of the chemical pathways and basic constituents of the cell
for their incorporation to become feasible. This type of alteration
is of a higher order with respect to case (1): it shifts the whole
range of possible changes in the cell structure, not only this struc-
ture itself. It is only restricted by the condition that it must re-
main within limits that do not impair the viability of the altered
cell. 

In regard to this twofold analysis of metabolism/cognition, it is
useful to consider similar suggestions that were made by Maturana
and Varela concerning how the interaction between autopoietic unit
and environment can change. 

The first suggestion is the crucial distinction between structure
and organization of an autopoietic unit, which has only been alluded
to up to this point. Structure is the set of actual relations that hold
between the components of the unit. It embodies the pattern of pro-
cesses that define the specific physical realization of this unit in its present
configuration. In contrast, organization is a less constraining set (range)
of actual or possible relations between types of components of the
unit. It is the pattern of processes that define the unit as an element of
a class: the class of viable members of a certain species, or the range of
(possibly successive) realizations of the ‘same’ individual. Accordingly,
when they deal with cognition, Maturana and Varela strong dynamical
terms such as ‘to change’, ‘to be deformed’ or ‘to be renewed’, are pri-
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marily applied to the internal structure (rather than the organization)
of autopoietic processes. Maturana and Varela write: ‘If a living system
enters into a cognitive interaction, its internal state is changed in a
manner relevant to its maintenance, and it enters into a new interac-
tion without loss of its identity’ (Maturana & Varela 1980, p. 13). 

The second suggestion is Maturana and Varela’s2 reference to a
concept of co-evolution, which assumes alteration of a higher order
type: not a mere continuous drift within the framework of a single
organization, but a sequence of sometimes discontinuous mutual alte-
rations of both the environment and the very definition (or organiza-
tion) of the autopoietic unit, followed by periods of relative stability
due to mutual co-adaptation.

5. Cognition, change and adaptation

We can now take on these two suggestions to build a more pre-
cise and selective set of constraints for the concept of cognition, and
to this aim we embed Maturana and Varela’s view within a detailed
analysis due to J. Piaget (see Piaget 1967). This procedure is in har-
mony with the spirit of autopoiesis, since Piaget was explicitly quo-
ted by Varela as a fellow-thinker in the domain of biology and cogni-
tion.3 One difference between Varela’s and Piaget’s theories of cogni-
tion, however, is that Piaget essentially started from complex human
cognition as a model for biologically more elementary forms of co-
gnition, whereas Varela proceeded the other way round. Also, since
Piaget deals essentially with perceptual inputs and motor outputs,
his conception involves the latent presupposition that cognition mo-
stly deals with novel features of the environment. This would corre-
spond formally to the biological notion of a completely new (hither-
to absent) foreign molecule interacting with the pre-existing metabo-
lism of the living structure. 

In the limits of this analogy, it is possible to derive a general sche-
me of cognition extrapolated from Maturana and Varela’s scheme,
and from Piaget’s as well: a fine-tuned hybridization, rather than a li-
terally orthodox Maturana–Varela’s or Piaget’s view. 
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Such a scheme starts from the consideration that Piaget decom-
posed cognition into two steps. 

Step one corresponds to Maturana and Varela’s change of inter-
nal structure (their first suggestion). In the context of human cogni-
tion, Piaget calls this first step of cognition the process of assimila-
tion: incorporation of objects of the environment to the subject’s
pre-existing schemes of motor activity. In the case of cells, this
would correspond to ordinary homeostatic metabolism, as discussed
above; namely a process by which an operationally closed unit ab-
sorbs physical or chemical elements from the environment and inte-
grates them somehow into its own inner processes, maintaining
both its identity and its viability. In other terms, assimilation is a
process by which the unit temporarily changes its detailed structure
according to the incorporated elements without changing its global
organization. 

In the example of the bacterium, it is interesting to distinguish
active and passive integration (while keeping in mind that active,
rather than passive, integration of a molecular element is the only ac-
ceptable analogon of Piaget’s ‘assimilation’). 
• Active. The incorporated molecule X can immediately find its
place in the metabolism as it stands, say as an intermediary step
within an already existing chemical network. This is the case, for
example, if a bacterium with appropriate enzymatic equipment
finds ordinary lactose in its environment. 
• Passive. The incorporated molecule X� can be a new neutral, non-
nutrient molecule, for example a variant isomer of lactose. In this
case, the molecule X� will remain inside the bacterium as a guest
molecule for a certain period of time (and eventually be expel-
led). 

However, as we have mentioned, it may occur that a novel che-
mical, which was formerly incorporated in a passive way (or even was
poisonous) becomes actively integrated in the network of reactions of
an autopoietic unit. This requires an enduring modification of the very
definition of the unit, involving a fraction or totality of its metabolism.
Thus, instead of remaining a neutral or threatening feature for it, the
disturbance X� may become part and parcel of the altered unit, provi-
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ded that the appropriate reorganization has taken place. We take such
an alteration as step two of the selfprotecting transformation of an
operationally closed unit; a step that would correspond to Maturana
and Varela’s discrete evolution or co-evolution (their second sugge-
stion above). 

This step two corresponds to what was called accommodation by
Piaget, in the context of human cognition: drastic reorganization of
the subject’s scheme of motor activity in order to assimilate new
objects. 

For a bacterium or any other cell, however, we would rather call
it adaptation. In this process, the unit transforms itself permanently
and thereby becomes able to more efficiently assimilate the former di-
sturbances and to remain viable even when confronted with higher
concentrations of disturbing substances of the same type. 

Permanence of the acquired transformations is the keyword of
this second step. According to Piaget, in human behaviour the tran-
sformations of a genuinely ‘accommodated’ unit persist for some time
(by way of representational or embodied ‘memory’) after the distur-
bance has disappeared; and they are ready to play their adaptive role
again whenever the disturbance recurs. 

In a bacterium, the change in metabolism may also be perma-
nent, so that the living unit would be ready to cope efficiently with
another disturbance of the same kind. One important way this can be
done implies a permanent change in the genome of the bacterium.
We must be careful, however, in this regard: a mutation is not to be
seen as a local disturbance to be incorporated in the life cycle of a sin-
gle bacterium, but it implies first a selection of a sub-species (one that
better copes with the foreign substance X) in a large population of
bacteria, followed by over-reproduction of this selected species. In
contrast, the process of cognition is standardly taken to imply endu-
ring identity of the cognizing unit as such. How can we reconcile this
with the apparent loss of ‘sameness’ from one generation of bacteria
to another? This reconciliation can indeed be achieved, provided we
refer to what in the literature has been called the genidentity of the li-
neage of units; a form of identity that relies on historical continuity of
the sequence of changes (see, e.g. Carnap 1967). A thorough discus-
sion of this concept of ‘lineage’ and the associated difficulties of defi-
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ning the target of selection can be found in a recent review by Mc-
Mullin (2003).

6. Cognition in artificial ‘metabolic’ networks

At this point, the question may arise as to whether an artificial
system may reach the stage of cognition, and therefore be called li-
ving. This is an important point, because it may suggest experiments
of wet biochemistry to implement the minimal autopoietic and co-
gnitive systems. 

Let us sketch an example: that of an internal cycle of three com-
ponents, A, B and C (figure 2). They (or some of their precursors, su-
ch as A�) enter from the environment by ways and mechanisms that
we do not need to describe in detail. One of these components, e.g.
B, builds the membrane S with a velocity vgen, and S decays with its
own rate vdec. Of the other two reagents, the first (C) decays into C�

Figure 2. The membrane (S) is formed from B through a process characterized by a
velocity vgen. Then, S decays with velocity vdec. The precursor metabolite A�� enters
from the environment. Furthermore, C decays into C�that is eventually expelled. 
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and is expelled to the outer environment; whereas the second (A) ful-
fils other functions. Thus, this system operates with only three core
metabolites. The system is capable of building its boundary from
within, and simulates several modes of existence of the living cell. In
fact, when the reaction of formation of S, vgen and the velocity vdec of
decay of S are numerically equal, the system is in homeostasis; if vgen
is greater than vdec, the system can grow and eventually self-reprodu-
ce; and when the reverse is true, the system dies off. 

One can actually conceive several other variations of this minimal
metabolic system. In a real system (bacterium) there will be many mo-
re reagents and cycles, but the quality of the picture does not change
in any essential way (except for some consequences of complexity that
are mentioned below). 

Let us now consider the case of a substance X–Y that interacts
with the previously described autopoietic unit and is not necessarily
recognized by its metabolic cycle. As previously mentioned (under
the headings ‘active’ and ‘passive’ incorporation), this molecule can
interact with the autopoietic unit in two or three different ways. It
can be absorbed and parked inside the unit without being integrated,
and then be eventually expelled. It can also block one of the reactions
of the cycle (i.e. act as an inhibitor).4 Or else, it can become part of
the metabolic cycle as indicated in figure 3 (with hydrolysis of X–Y

Figure 3. The foreign substance X–Y enters into the autopoietic structure and is ca-
pable of being incorporated into the existing metabolism, then modifying it.
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and release of Y into the environment). This latter course of events
supposes either a pre-existing ability of the cycle to deal with the new
substance (this is ‘assimilation’), or an appropriate change of some
element(s) of the cycle eventually promoting the required ability (this
is ‘accommodation’). In a cell, the latter case would correspond to a
change of the genomic system, e.g. to the development of novel enzy-
mes that are capable of accepting and transforming the molecule X–Y
and inserting it in the cell metabolism. Note that, as a consequence of
such an ‘accommodation’, the value of the constant vgen and/or vdec
can be changed. In particular, these values can be modified in respon-
se to the alteration of the environment triggered by the release of me-
tabolite Y. This corresponds quite well to the view of Bourgine and
Stewart (see the conclusion below). Indeed, according to them, there
is cognition whenever there is: (a) an environmental cause (here the
outer molecule X–Y ); (b) a resulting effect from the unit (here the re-
lease of a metabolite Y ); and (c) an adaptive virtue of the effect (here,
say, an increased rate of self-reproduction due to the alteration of the
ratio vgen/vdec). 

By means of this model, we are able to visualize the minimal me-
tabolic unit that also corresponds to the minimal level of cognition.
This visualization is pragmatically important, in so far as it may sug-
gest to the experimentalist some minimalist cell that can be fabricated
in the laboratory. In fact, if we could realize a vesicular system hosting
in its interior the ‘simple’ metabolic cycle of figures 2 and 3, and if
this system were characterized by the self-maintenance of its metabo-
lic pathway together with regeneration of the components from
within the boundary and assimilation of components from without,
then we would have realized a minimal cognitive system that is auto-
poietic and, therefore, according to our present thesis, we would be
brought to conclude that such a system is, indeed, living. Metabolism
involving a minimal ability to cognition in the sense of ‘assimilation’
is enough for that. 

However, in the simple (first-generation) autopoietic system that
has already been made (Zepik et al. 2001), in which one S is formed
while one S is destroyed so as to self-maintain the systems’ balance as
illustrated in figure 1, there is no cognition in the terms explicated he-
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re, not even the lower variety of cognition implied by the possibility of
‘assimilation’ of alternative substances within a metabolic network.
Hence, we are entitled to conclude that these simple fatty acid auto-
poietic vesicles are definitely not ‘living’. 

Clearly, the above systems lend themselves to further development
and increase of complexity. One decisive level of complexity, below the
level of bacteria endowed with a genome, but above the level of the fir-
st- and second-generation autopoietic vesicle systems, might corre-
spond to the case of self-organized criticality studied by Kauffmann
(1995). According to Kauffmann, past a certain threshold of com-
plexity and interconnectedness of a network of chemical reactions, au-
tocatalysis is bound to occur. One might then make the distinction
between (a) a loop of reactions which was highly unlikely to emerge
spontaneously due to its low level of complexity, and (b) another loop
(or rather network) of reactions so much richer than the first, that the
probability of it (or its ancestor’s) having emerged from an environ-
ment of the same level of complexity is close to unity. Preparing a sy-
stem above this threshold would represent the third generation of arti-
ficial autopoietic units. These third-generation autopoietic units
would be very likely to implement step one of cognition spontaneously
(rather than artificially), since in this case, the probability of assimila-
tion of new molecules within a persistently viable organization would
be significantly increased (in the mode of a phase transition). Moreo-
ver, in view of their stability extending over a range of possible reorga-
nizations, they could also implement step two of cognition.

7. Broader implications and discussion

Finally, let us consider some more general implications of the
scheme developed here.

One major implication is that the present synthesis drawn from
Maturana and Varela and from Piaget can, in principle, be extrapola-
ted towards the higher forms of behaviour, thus arriving at a stratified
conception of cognition and its relation with life. We can present the
following summary of the stratification.
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(0) The null stage of cognition corresponds to the case when the sy-
stem of self-maintenance is either unaltered or superficially defor-
med by the irruption of a new environmental factor without assi-
milating it. This would correspond to the passive incorporation
of the neutral molecule into an autopoietic unit, be it a vesicle sy-
stem or a bacterium. 

(1) Stage one of cognition, which has been compared to Piaget’s ‘assi-
milation’, involves integration of an environmental factor (obsta-
cle or molecule) within the pre-existing processes of an autopoie-
tic unit that is able to make use of such a factor as part of its defi-
ning network. We consider it as the very minimal condition for the
concept of cognition to make sense and, accordingly, a basic condition
for life. Insistence on the ‘cognitive’ status of the normal metabo-
lism, which both maintains the identity of an organized unit and
implies dynamical interaction with the environment, is a specifi-
city of the present paper. 

(2) Stage two of cognition, which has been compared with Piaget’s
‘accommodation’, implies enduring modification of the network
of processes of an autopoietic unit that then becomes permanen-
tly redefined and reaches a new steady state of mutual co-adapta-
tion with its environment. Accommodation is a form of evolu-
tion based on stable molecular or dynamic support. It may yield
strongly ‘anticipative’ behaviour such as motricity. With its me-
mory-like structures and adaptive features, it provides another
crucial dimension to cognition. One interesting question at this
point is the following. Is adaptation and the correlative muta-
tion+evolution also a necessary condition for life? Adherents to
the RNA-world hypothesis would probably insist on the primary
value of evolution for the definition of life; however, we leave this
issue open. 

(3) Stage three of cognition relies on highly complex types of accom-
modative changes resulting in representation-like types of behaviour
(namely types of behaviour that evoke the use of a representation
from the standpoint of an external observer, but that do not necessa-
rily involve the possession by the unit of actual ‘pictures’ of its envi-
ronment, let alone of an ‘external independent world’ (Clark
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1997)). This is where most thinkers would locate the emergence of
cognition. In our opinion, however, the assumption that representa-
tion-like behaviour is a necessary condition for cognition is a philo-
sophical prejudice that should rather be dismissed (Bitbol 2001). 

(4) Stage four of cognition may finally involve several social aspects
which transform it into genuine knowledge, either ascribing pro-
perties to intersubjective invariants (called ‘objects’) by means of
language, or formulating mathematical counterparts to the rever-
sible schemes of activity in which disturbances are embedded, in
order to get intersubjectively shared predictive rules. 

In considering, as in the present paper, minimal life at its edge,
the upper levels of cognition (stages three and four) are clearly irrele-
vant. What is relevant in this case is the characterization of the most
elementary stages of cognition: stage one and perhaps also stage two.
Thus, as life has a stratification of complexity, so does cognition. In
this way we find ourselves again close to the paradigm of Maturana
and Varela, yet more fine-tuned. According to the canonical form of
this paradigm, autopoiesis and cognition are exactly coextensive, and
are actually two aspects of the same phenomenon-life (Varela 2000).
Instead, according to the view developed in this paper, even though
autopoiesis and cognition are indissolubly linked to each other, they
are not identical. Autopoiesis is a pre-condition of cognition, cogni-
tion is coextensive to life, but since not every autopoietic system is
thereby undergoing cognition, not every autopoietic system is a living
entity. 

As already mentioned, Bourgine and Stewart (2004) arrived at si-
milar conclusions, based on an elaborate and elegant mathematical
treatment. Their autopoietic three-dimensional tessellation automa-
ton is autopoietic, but not cognitive, and therefore, they claim, not li-
ving. However, the constraints they impose on the definition of co-
gnition are not exactly the same as ours and this yields one interesting
divergence with us. 

To begin with, according to these authors, interactions of a unit
with an environment can be of two types: 
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(a) inputs of the unit from the environment; 

(b) specific outputs of the unit on this environment. 

Then, this twofold mode of interaction can be called ‘cognition’ if
and only if an (a)-type interaction serves to trigger a (b)-type interac-
tion, which promotes the viability of the system by modifying the en-
vironment in an appropriate way. Provided the latter condition is ful-
filled, the (a)-mode interaction can be called ‘sensation’ and the (b)-ty-
pe ‘action’. In other words, cognition must imply active interventions
on the environment in order to impose or maintain the conditions for
survival.We broadly agree with this approach, provided extended ho-
meostasis (by steady co-adaptation of the autopoietic unit and the en-
vironment, involving selective intake and outflux of molecules) is itself
defined as a special variety of sensation+action. As we emphasized ear-
lier, the discriminative use of metabolites that the living organism
makes during its normal steady state cycle is indeed the most basic
form of cognition, without which there would be no life. 

However, there is also a small point of disagreement between us
and Bourgine and Stewart. Our primary emphasis is on permanent
conditions of selfmaintenance (or promotion of viability) by homeo-
stasis, then pointing out that this involves input from and output to
the environment. Bourgine’s and Stewart’s primary emphasis is rather
directly on the input– output scheme (the sensory-motor loop), then
adding a condition of cooperation of inputs and outputs for the sake
of viability. This slight difference in order and emphasis has a noticea-
ble consequence. By modifying and weakening the condition of via-
bility, they are ready to ascribe ‘cognition’ to entities (such as robots)
that are admittedly not autopoietic. They then add to our common
statement that ‘there can be autopoiesis without cognition’, the
further statement that ‘there can be cognition without autopoiesis’.
This latter statement harmonizes well with the present common wi-
sdom according to which robots or even computers may embody (ar-
tificial) cognition. However, it does not fit with a more specific and
more biological-like definition of cognition, such as ours, according
to which (a) cognition is coextensive to homeostatic metabolic pro-
cesses, and (b) mainly non-homeostatic contraptions such as robots
or computers are cognitive tools or models, rather than entities en-
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dowed with cognition in the first place. Thus, we could say that the
conception we propose in this paper is half-way between Maturana
and Varela’s strict equivalence of autopoiesis and cognition, and Bour-
gine’s and Stewart’s radical dissociation of autopoiesis and cognition.
According to Bourgine and Stewart’s is final tentative thesis, ‘A system
that is both autopoietic and cognitive (. . . ) is a living system’. Howe-
ver, our own corresponding tentative thesis should be ‘A system that
is minimally cognitive and, therefore, autopoietic, is a living system’.

The authors wish to acknowledge valuable comments on a previous draft by E.
Thompson, J. Stewart, S. Lazzara, I. Peschard and three anonymous referees.

NOTES

1 Note that this alternative account of cognition must be made self-consistent
by applying to itself. According to its own logic, it is not to be construed as a
faithful picture of cognitive processes but only as a viable, efficient, fruitful
way of dealing with cognition.

2 ‘If one may consider the environment of a system as a structurally plastic sy-
stem, the system and its environment must then be located in the intricate hi-
story of their structural transformations, where each one selects the trajectory of
the other one’ (Varela 1989b). On the concept of ‘structural coupling’, the
main sources are Maturana & Varela (1980, 1986).

3 ‘(. . . ) The Piagetian perspective of biological assimilation can be rephrased
very naturally in the context presented here of autonomous systems and struc-
tural plasticity’ (Varela 1979, p. 256).

4 Certain substances may even poison the unit, however a poisoning effect
always corresponds to a specific interaction with the metabolic pathway, for
example the inhibition of some enzymes. In other words, the poisoning corre-
sponds to assimilation, which in this case would have a deleterious effect.
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ARTURO CARSETTI

THE EMERGENCE OF THE ENACTIVE MIND
IN AMBIENT MEANING

Starting from the revolution brought on by J. Monod at the level of
molecular Biology also by means of the graft he operated on the body of
this field of research of the methods and instruments deriving from clas-
sical Cybernetics and Shannon’s Information Theory, the great issues re-
lated to circularity and feed-back procedures as they are given at the level
of the Bios, have come to acquire, as we have seen, an ever greater im-
portance, thus opening up to the construction of renewed models with a
view to achieving a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of life.

From Monod we passed on to Jacob and the interaction between
the possible and the actual to finally arrive, at the end of a wild caval-
cade that touched on all topics related to contemporary molecular Biol-
ogy, to the great issues related to the alternative splicing, the ENCODE
Project, the synthetic life as outlined by Craig Venter, the CRISP
methodology etc. It is necessary, however, to point out that some of the
issues that characterized the above-mentioned cavalcade on the more
strictly biological and experimental level, such as, for instance, the issues
concerning the circularity of life, the process of Self-organization and so
on, were already, in the early seventies, to the attention of many scholars
who - in comparison to the biologists more directly engaged on the ex-
perimental front - worked as scientists “next door” proving to be, in any
case, able to make further and important contributions, above all at the
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theoretical level, to the development of molecular Biology. These contri-
butions have come to open new horizons with respect to the traditional
formulations of the concepts of information and complexity thus allow-
ing to investigate more deeply the self-organization phenomena charac-
terizing the development of the Bios. In particular, on the basis of these
contributions it was, therefore, possible to correlate the model initially
introduced by Monod with the methods and the principles proper to
the second-order Cybernetics. Among these strands, an important role is
certainly still played by the doctrine of Autopoiesis as it has been out-
lined since the seventies by H. Maturana and F. Varela.

According to Maturana and Varela circularity is at the base of the
biological processes. Their attempt to frame this circularity on a theoret-
ical level is based to a large extent on the adoption of specific quantita-
tive and informational tools. In particular, their doctrine has enlightened
some of the pregnant aspects of this circularity both in relation to the
construction of the Self and the outlining of the membrane. What is,
however, even more important is the fact that the two scholars came to
give a first mathematical characterization of the aforementioned circu-
larity by recourse to the mathematics of self-reference and self-organiz-
ing circuits; hence the engagement of their doctrine in the wider fields
of Reflexive domains, Denotational Semantics, second-order Cybernet-
ics etc. Starting from the original papers published by Maturana and
Varela, the seventies and the eighties saw the blossoming of a series of
very important researches ranging from Maturana and F. Varela to S.
Kauffman, H. von Foerster, L. Kauffman, A. Carsetti etc. In this con-
text, the path of research pursued by F. Varela gradually took on an in-
creasingly central role, as rich as it was of fruitful suggestions. The early
eighties mark, in particular, a turning point quite important to what
concerns such a path, a path that had seen the great scholar primarily
engaged in the previous decade in the definition of the mathematical
foundations of the doctrine of Autopoiesis. This turning point is con-
sumed in large part when Varela is moving to Europe in order to contin-
ue and deepen his research. It is in the eighties, in fact, that some impor-
tant papers by Varela are published just as Varela flies several times from
the Americas to France and Italy as visiting professor. In 1984, in partic-
ular, a special issue of the Journal La Nuova Critica (the Italian Journal
for the Philosophy of Science whose Scientific Committee he was called
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to take part at the invitation of V. Tonini) entitled : “Autopoiesi e teoria
dei sistemi viventi” was published in Italy in the framework of his work
as visiting professor at the University of Rome and under his direct su-
pervision.(1) This issue of La Nuova Critica opens with an article by
Varela expressly translated by him from French into English on the occa-
sion of the publication of this special issue of the Journal. At the heart of
this choice, there was the will both to submit a paper that appeared to
be a turning point in the scientific life of Varela, to the attention of a
wider audience of scholars (thus providing, in particular, an adequate
summary of the versatility of the research carried out by the great scholar
in the years that preceded his move to Europe) and to insert it in the
context of a collection of papers devoted to the doctrine of Autopoiesis
also in view of a critical comparison with the theoretical approach pro-
vided at the computational and mathematical level by Denotational se-
mantics.

For Varela, the issue represented the way both to be confronted
with the Denotational Semantics as outlined by D. Scott (and to which
a specific attention had been dedicated by A. Carsetti in the article enti-
tled: “Semantica denotazionale e sistemi autopietici” included in the
aforementioned issue of La Nuova Critica on the basis of what has been
agreed by the Editor of the Journal with Varela) and to develop his re-
search in the field of the mathematics of Self-reference but in unitary
connection with Brouwer’s fixed point theorem.

As is well known, the scientific vision of Varela was profoundly in-
fluenced by the analysis of the volume by Spencer Brown concerning
the Laws of the Form published in 1969.(2) It is precisely the common
interest in this volume which had, on the other hand, constituted the
trait-d’union that initially had come to tie the Chilean scholar to the
great American mathematician Louis Kauffman. As Louis Kauffman re-
marks: “ Prior to that I had written a paper using Francisco’s “Calculus
for Self- Reference” to analyze the temporal behavior of self-referential
circuits [L. H. Kauffman (1978) – Network Synthesis]. My papers were
inspired by Varela’s use of the reentering mark in his analysis of the com-
pleteness of the calculus for self-reference that he associated with that
symbol. I also started corresponding with Francisco., telling him all sorts
of ideas and recreations related to self-reference. We agreed to meet, and
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I visited him in Boulder, Colorado in 1977. There we made a plan for a
paper using the waveform arithmetic. This became the paper “Form Dy-
namics”, eventually published in the Journal for Social and Biological
Structures [L. H. Kauffman and F. Varela (1980)]. Francisco based a
chapter of his book “Principles of Biological Autonomy” on form dy-
namics. I remember being surprised to find some of my words and
phrases in the pages of his book. The point about Form Dynamics was
to extend the notion of autonomy inherent in a timeless representation
of the reentering mark to a larger context that includes temporality and
the way that time can be implicit in a spatial or symbolic form. Thus the
reentering mark itself is beyond duality, but implicate within it are all sorts
and forms of duality from the duality of space and time to the duality of
temporal forms shifted in time from one another, to the duality of form and
nothingness “itself”. I believe that both Francisco and I felt that in devel-
oping Form Dynamics we had reached a balance in relation to these du-
alities that was quite fruitful, creative and meditative. It was a wonderful
aesthetic excursion into basic science. This work relates at an abstract
level with the notions of autonomy and autopoiesis inherent in the earli-
er work of Maturana, Uribe and Varela [H. Maturana, R. Uribe and F. J.
Varela (1974)]. There they gave a generalized definition of life (au-
topoiesis) and showed how a self-distinguishing system could arise from
a substrate of “chemical” interaction rules. I am sure that the relation-
ship between the concept of the reentering mark and the details of this
earlier model was instrumental in getting Francisco to think deeply
about Laws of Form and to focus on the Calculus for Self-Reference.
Later developments in fractal explorations and artificial life and au-
topoesis enrich the context of Form Dynamics. At the time (around
1980) that Francisco and I discussed Form Dynamics we were con-
cerned with providing a flexible framework within which one could
have the “eigenforms” of Heinz von Foerster [Heinz von Foerster
(1981)] and also the dynamical evolution of these forms as demanded
by biology and by mathematics. It was clear to me that Francisco had a
deep intuition about the role of these eigenforms in the organizational
structure of biology. This is an intuition that comes forth in his
books.”(3)

Following his move to France and the work done at the CREA,
Varela came to develop a body of work that still leaves us amazed. In
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particular, the research he carried out in the fields concerning not only
the mathematics of self-reference but also the nature of the enactive
mind appears very incisive. These areas of research, starting from the
first setting offered by the Chilean scholar, came soon to be part of the
territories of election of a multiplicity of researchers working in the field
of cognitive sciences. The conviction that since the seventies animates
the analysis carried forward by Varela in this areas of research is linked,
first of all, to the intuition on his part of the indissoluble connection ex-
isting between life and cognition, a connection that, in his opinion, is at
the basis of the same circularity of life. It is this conviction that binds
him deeply to the studies carried out by H. von Foerster and Louis
Kauffman and it is precisely this same basic conviction that will lead
Varela to confront, in a renewed way, when necessary, the problems re-
lated to the relationship between cognition and reality both from a bio-
logical point of view and from a cognitive point of view A striking testi-
mony of the importance of Varela’s work in this field of research is repre-
sented by the fact that Varela’s intuitions concerning the link between
Enactivism and Realism, (intuitions that were also born on the base of
some deep theoretical contributions by Prigogine as well as of some
more ancient observations by von Foerster) now come to reveal their
convergence, albeit limited and purely speculative, with some of the the-
ses of the so-called participatory Realism as outlined by some brilliant
theoretical physicists who work at level of Quantum Mechanics (cf. for
instance Christopher Fuchs) but in the wake of some primitive intu-
itions by B. de Finetti : “La prévision: ses lois logiques, ses sources sub-
jectives”, Ann. Inst. H. Poincaré,7: 1-68.(4)

To fully understand all the fecundity and the amplitude of the hori-
zons which will gradually be opened at the international level starting
from the moment of the first unfolding of Varela’s work at the CREA
and to come to understand the importance of such work for the devel-
opment of the studies concerning the individuation of specific mathe-
matical methods able to shed light on the nature of mind, we need to
take care of the paper written by Varela in collaboration with Andrade
(Cf. J. Andrade, and F. Varela (1984), “ Self-reference and fixed points”,
Acta Applic.Matem, 2:1-19).As we have just said, following the studies
carried out in America on the basis of the fundamental contributions by
Spencer Brown as well as in the footsteps of the primitive intuitions by
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H. von Foerster (as revisited by L. Kauffman), Varela at the time of his
transfer to Europe felt the need to put into safety, so to speak, the work
previously carried out at the theoretical level in the field of the mathe-
matics of self-reference and self-organizing circuits. This indeed was the
only route available to him with a view to adequately open his mind to
the new world represented by Phenomenology. Only once had he
reached this goal, did he fell able to deal with the great themes of Reflex-
ivity albeit under the perspective of the embodied cognition and Enac-
tivism. This in turn will open to the possibility of revisiting the original
doctrine of Autopoiesis in the light of the studies carried out in the re-
search field of Neurophenomenology. Hence the importance in the eyes
of Varela of the paper written with Andrade, a paper intended to insert,
as we have already mentioned, the reflexive domains in the unitary
frame offered by Brouwer’s theorem.

In this way, not only was he able to come into contact even more
incisively with Denotational Semantics which had arisen since the sev-
enties at the hands of D. Scott, but also to find, on a strictly formal lev-
el, precise cues for what will be, then, the continuation of his research
concerning the role played by the recursive processes at the level of the
constitution of the eigenforms.

The CREA soon became a popular destination for many scholars
from America who felt the need to come to deal critically with the new
climate of thought that was coming to birth. First of all D. Dennett, the
Dennett who, as a proud champion of reductionism, comes to Paris as
visiting professor at the CREA to deepen his research on the nature of
mind in accordance with a close confrontation with both Varela and,
ideally, M. Merleau Ponty. But next to Dennett and other well-known
scholars there were also many young American PhD, as, for example,
Cristine Skarda, who, on the instructions of their teachers, came to visit
the CREA with great joy of Varela and with the birth also of triangula-
tions of studies between La California, Paris, Brussels and Rome. (cf. the
issue of La Nuova Critica. Nuova Serie N. 18). In this context, the vol-
ume by F. Varela, E. Thompson and E. Rosch The Embodied Mind
(1991, The MIT Press, London), is of paramount importance. The vol-
ume was preceded by two major papers: J. Soto-Andrade and F.Varela
(1990), “On mental rotations and cortical activity patterns: A linear rep-
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resentation is still wanted”, Biological Cybernetics, 64:221-223 e F. Varela
(1990),” Between Turing and quantum mechanics there is a body to be
found”, Beh.Brain Sci. (Commentary) 13: 687-688. In these two papers
Varela not only explores the mathematics of self-reference but also ad-
dresses his attention to the theoretical principles of the second-order Cy-
bernetics in the footsteps of von Foerster.

As Varela writes in the Introduction to the volume : “ We like to
consider our journey in this book as a modern continuation of a pro-
gram of research founded over a generation ago by the French philoso-
pher, Maurice Merleau-Ponty....... We hold with Merleau-Ponty that
Western scientific culture requires that we see our bodies both as physi-
cal structures and as lived, experiential structures-in short, as both “out-
er” and “inner,” biological and phenomenological. These two sides of
embodiment are obviously not opposed. Instead, we continuously cir-
culate back and forth· between them. Merleau-Ponty recognized that
we cannot understand this circulation without a detailed investigation
of its fundamental axis, namely, the embodiment of knowledge, cogni-
tion, and experience. For Merleau-Ponty, as for us, embodiment has
this double sense: it encompasses both the body as a lived, experiential
structure and the body as the context or milieu of cognitive mecha-
nisms.”(5)

Varela assumes that the cognitive subject alias the Self is fundamen-
tally fragmented, divided, or non unified It is with reference to such a
conception that Varela will then introduce the definition of what is en-
active: “ In the enactive program, we explicitly call into question the as-
sumption-prevalent throughout cognitive science that cognition consists
of the representation of a world that is independent of our perceptual
and cognitive capacities by a cognitive system that exists independent of
the world. We outline instead a view of cognition as embodied action
and so recover the idea of embodiment that we invoked above. We also
situate this view of cognition within the context of evolutionary theory
by arguing that evolution consists not in optimal adaptation but rather
in what we call natural drift. This fourth step in our book may be the
most creative contribution we have to offer to contemporary cognitive
science.”(6)

In this context, Varela is to dive in the words by Merlau Ponty:
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“When I begin to reflect, my reflection bears upon an unreflective expe-
rience, moreover my reflection cannot be unaware of itself as an event,
and so it appears to itself in the light of a truly creative act, of a changed
structure of consciousness, and yet it has to recognize, as having priority
over its own operations, the world which is given to the subject because
the subject is given to himself .... Perception is not a science of the
world, it is not even an act, a deliberate taking up of a position; it is the
background from which all acts stand out, and is presupposed by them:
The world is not an object such that I have in my possession the law of
its making; it is the natural setting of, and field for, all my thoughts and
all my explicit perceptions.” As Varela remarks: “Mind awaken in a
world. We awoke both to ourselves and to the world we inhabit. We
come to reflect on that world as we grow and live.”(7) According to Mer-
leau Ponty: The subject is inseparable from the world, but from a world
which the subject itself projects. Hence the ultimate secret of that essen-
tial circularity that permeates the cognitive activity Thus we come to
witness the convergence of Varela’s main thesis with the new evolution-
ary view as advocated by D. Lewontin.

In 1993 the American Journal of Psychology published a review by
Daniel C. Dennett of the volume The Embodied Mind. As the great
scholar in primis remarks: “ cognitive science proclaims that in one way
or another our minds are computers, and this seems so mechanistic, re-
ductionistic, .......unbiological. It leaves out emotion, or what philoso-
phers call qualia, or value,........... It doesn’t explain what minds are so
much as attempt to explain minds away.”(8) Dennett acknowledges the
importance of the enactive proposal and the congruence between this
same proposal and the general theses outlined by Lewontin but he can-
not hide his puzzlement. “There is something to this, of course, - he will
write more later - but just how important is it? What are the relative
proportions of organismic and extra-organismic contributions to the
“enacted” world? It is true, as Lewontin has often pointed out, that the
chemical composition of the atmosphere is as much a product of the ac-
tivity of living organisms as a precondition of their life, but it is also true
that it can be safely treated as a constant (an “external”, “pregiven” con-
dition), because its changes in response to local organismic activity are
usually insignificant as variables in interaction with the variables under
scrutiny.”(9) These words well testify as the debate between Dennett and
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Varela was not based on prejudices but on the precise reference to exper-
imental data and mathematical proofs.

As we have just said, Varela and Maturana with their doctrine of
Autopoiesis had enlightened, from the outset of their analysis, some of
the pregnant aspects of that particular circularity characterizing the liv-
ing beings both in relation to the construction of the Self and the out-
lining of the membrane. After the publication of the book The Embod-
ied Mind in 1991, J. Brockman edited in 1995 a collective volume enti-
tled The Third Culture in which are present essays by Varela, Dennett,
Kauffman etc. It is precisely in his contribution to the volume that
Varela comes to delineate in a perhaps more incisive way both the sense
of circularity that is given at the biological level and the sense of that cir-
cularity which is given, in its turn, at the cognitive level, thus arriving to
identify their indissoluble unity. The creative circle comes to close but at
the same time the identity of a new philosophical doctrine achieves its
most appropriate image.

As Varela remarks: “Autopoiesis attempts to define the uniqueness
of the emergence that produces life in its fundamental cellular form. It’s
specific to the cellular level. There’s a circular or network process that
engenders a paradox: a self-organizing network of biochemical reactions
produces molecules, which do something specific and unique: they cre-
ate a boundary, a membrane, which constrains the network that has
produced the constituents of the membrane. This is a logical bootstrap,
a loop: a network produces entities that create a boundary, which con-
strains the network that produced the boundary. This bootstrap is pre-
cisely what’s unique about cells. A self-distinguishing entity exists when
the bootstrap is completed. This entity has produced its own boundary.
It doesn’t require an external agent to notice it, or to say, “I’m here.” It is,
by itself, a self- distinction. It bootstraps itself out of a soup of chemistry
and physics................In order to deal with the circular nature of the au-
topoiesis idea, I developed some bits of mathematics of self-reference, in
an attempt to make sense out of the bootstrap — the entity that pro-
duces its own boundary. The mathematics of self-reference involves cre-
ating formalisms to reflect the strange situation in which something pro-
duces A, which produces B, which produces A. That was 1974. Today,
many colleagues call such ideas part of complexity theory. The more re-
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cent wave of work in complexity illuminates my bootstrap idea, in that
it’s a nice way of talking about this funny, screwy logic where the snake
bites its own tail and you can’t discern a beginning. Forget the idea of a
black box with inputs and outputs. Think in terms of loops. My early
work on self-reference and autopoiesis followed from ideas developed by
cyberneticists such as Warren McCulloch and Norbert Wiener, who
were the first scientists to think in those terms. But early cybernetics is
essentially concerned with feedback circuits, and the early cyberneticists
fell short of recognizing the importance of circularity in the constitution
of an identity. Their loops are still inside an input/output box. In several
contemporary complex systems, the inputs and outputs are completely
dependent on interactions within the system, and their richness comes
from their internal connectedness. Give up the boxes, and work with the
entire loopiness of the thing. For instance, it’s impossible to build a ner-
vous system that has very clear inputs and outputs.”(10) Hence the al-
most immediate idea of applying the logic of emergent properties prop-
er to circular structures in order to investigate the functioning of the
nervous system. Another scientific revolution enters the scene: a revolu-
tion focused on the analysis of the self-organization processes that in-
habit the most hidden recesses of brain functioning.

“The consequence is a radical change in the received view of the
brain. The nervous system is not an information-processing system, be-
cause, by definition, information-processing systems need clear inputs.
The nervous system has internal, or operational, closure. The key ques-
tion is how, on the basis of its ongoing internal dynamics, the brain con-
figures or constitutes relevance from otherwise non meaningful interac-
tions. You can see why I’m not really interested in the classical artificial-
intelligence and information-processing metaphors of brain studies. The
brain can’t be understood as a computer, in any interesting sense, and I
part company with the people who think that the brain does rely on
symbolic representation. The same intuitions cut across other biological
fields. Deconstruct the notion that the brain is processing information
and making a representation of the world. Deconstruct the militaristic
notion that the immune system is about defense and looking out for in-
vaders. Deconstruct the notion that evolution is about optimizing fit-
ness to live in the conditions present in some kind of niche. I haven’t
been directly active in this last line of research, but it’s of great impor-
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tance for my argument. Deconstructing adaptation means deconstruct-
ing neo-Darwinism. Steve Gould, Stuart Kauffman, and Dick Lewon-
tin, each in his own way, have spelled out this new evolutionary view.
Lewontin, in particular, has much appreciated the fact that my work on
the nervous system mirrors his work with evolution.”(11)

To the volume The Third Culture will then follow in 1999 another
volume entitled : Naturalizing Phenomenology. Issues in Contemporary
Phenomenology and Cognitive Science, edited by Jean Petitot, Francisco J.
Varela, Bernard Pachoud, and Jean-Michel Roy, a volume that sees the
presence of many qualified scholars who had collaborated with the
CREA such as Petitot, Roy, Thompson, Petit, Longo, Dupuy etc. The
volume represents an important challenge: with its publication it is not
only Varela who comes to terms with Husserl’s heritage : It is a large
share of the scientific French context which comes to confront this
philosophical legacy.

Whilst in the last days of his life Varela continued to open up unex-
plored horizons at the level of an area of research that was increasingly to
be characterized in cognitive terms (with special attention to the ongo-
ing discoveries in the field of Neurophenomenology), Louis Kauffman,
in the meantime, was developing, throughout his last fruitful twenty
years of research, a more and more incisive deepening at the mathemati-
cal level of the issues concerning the reflexive domains (and in general
the cybernetic study of Reflexivity) in agreement, in particular, to the in-
tuitions introduced in this field of research by H. Foerster by means of
the utilization of the methods proper to the second-order Cybernetics.

“If science is to be performed - he writes - in a reflexive domain,
one must recognize the actions of the persons in the domain. Persons
and their actions are not separate. if an action is a scientific theory about
the domain, then this theory becomes a (new) transformation of the do-
main. In a reflexive domain, theory inevitably affects the ground that it
studies. The fact that an entire reflexive domain can be seen as an eigen-
form suggests the observation of that domain in a wider view. For exam-
ple, physics can be seen as a reflexive domain and one can take a meta-
scientific view, allowing physics itself to be one of the objects of a larger
domain in which it (physical science) is one of the eigenforms. Once cy-
bernetics is defined in terms of itself, it becomes what is commonly
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called “second-order cybernetics.” From the point of view of this article,
I identify cybernetics as second-order cybernetics and take it (cybernet-
ics) to be itself a reflexive domain. in this way, cybernetics is both the
origin of the concept of reflexive domain and is itself an exemplar of that
concept. in George Spencer Brown’s book Laws of Form (Spencer
Brown 1969) a very simple mathematical system is constructed on the
basis of a single sign, the mark, designated by a circle or a box or a right-
angle bracket. i shall not develop the formalism here. We can take < > to
stand for the Spencer Brown mark. But that very sign, < >, in our eyes,
makes a distinction in the plane in which it is drawn. and the interpreta-
tion of Spencer Brown’s calculus has us understand that the sign refers to
the distinction that the sign makes (we make that distinction when we
are identified with the sign). Thus, the sign of distinction in the calculus
of Spencer Brown is self-referential. The equation < > = < > can be un-
derstood as an eigenform equation. We interpret the mark on the left as
a transformation from the void of its inside to the marked state that is
seen on its outside. We interpret the mark on the right as a mark of dis-
tinction. The identity of the mark of distinction with the act of distin-
guishing is the fundamental eigenform of Laws of Form. it is a concep-
tual fixed point, not a notational one, and this means that there is no ex-
cursion to infinity in this eigenform. The sign indicates the very distinc-
tion that the sign makes. Everything is said in the context of an observer.
The observer herself makes the distinction that is its own sign. in the
form, the sign, the first distinction and the observer are identical. The
key point about the reflexivity of the sign of distinction in Laws of Form
is that it does not lead to an infinite regress. it is through concept that
our own thought is kept from spiraling into infinite repetition. Eigen-
form occurs at the point that infinite repetition is replaced by fixed
point and by concept. in this way, our perception is always a precise
mixture of sense data and the sense of thought”.(12) Hence a deep rela-
tionship with the Fixed Point Theorem (that tells that every A in a re-
flexive domain has an eigenform).

As Louis Kauffman remarks in another paper: “ In fact, ultimately,
the form of an “object” is the form of the distinction that “it” makes in
the space of our perception. In any attempt to speak absolutely about
the nature of form we take the form of distinction for the form (para-
phrasing Spencer-Brown 1969). It is the form of distinction that re-
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mains constant and produces an apparent object for the observer. How
can you write an equation for this? The simplest route is to write
O(A)=A. The object A is a fixed point for the observer O. The object is
an eigenform. We must emphasize that this is the most schematically
possible description of the condition of the observer in relation to an ob-
ject A.We only record that the observer as an actor (operator) manages
through his acting to leave the (form of) the object unchanged. This can
be a recognition of the symmetry of the object but it also can be a de-
scription of how the observer, searching for an object, makes that object
up (like a good fairy tale) from the very ingredients that are the observer
herself. This is the situation that Heinz von Foerster has been most in-
terested in studying. As he puts it, if you give a person an undecideable
problem, then the answer that he gives you is a description of himself.
And so, by working on hard and undecideable problems we go deeply
into the discovery of who we really are. All this is symbolized in the little
equation O(A)=A. We can start anew from the dictum that the perceiver
and the perceived arise together in the condition of observation. This is
a stance that insists on mutuality (neither perceiver nor the perceived
causes the other). A distinction has emerged and with it a world with an
observer and an observed. The distinction is itself an eigenform We
identify the world in terms of how we shape it. We shape the world in
response to how it changes us. We change the world and the world
changes us. Objects arise as tokens of a behavior that leads to seemingly
unchanging forms. Forms are seen to be unchanging through their in-
variance under our attempts to change, to shape them“.(13)

Thus, in accordance with Kauffman’s main thesis, the notion of a
fixed object becomes a notion concerning the process that produces the
apparent stability of the same object. This process can be simplified in a
model to become a recursive process where a rule or rules are applied
time and time again. The resulting object of such a process is the eigen-
form of the process, and the process itself is the eigenbehavior. In other
words, we have a model for thinking about objects as tokens for eigen-
behavior as advocated by H. von Foerster. In particular, Kauffman’s
model examines the result of a simple recursive process carried to its lim-
it. For example, suppose that X =(F(F(F...))), that is, each step in the
process enclose the results of the previous steps within a frame. These
objects, these infinite nest of frames, may go beyond the specific proper-
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ties of the world in which we operate. They attain their stability through
the limiting process that goes outside the immediate world of individual
actions. We need, in this sense, an imaginative act to complete such ob-
jects to become tokens for eigenbehaviors. It is impossible to make an
infinite nest of frames: as the great scholar remarks, we do not make it,
we imagine it. And in imagining that infinite nest of frames, we arrive at
the eigenform. “The leap of imagination to the infinite eigenform is a
model of the human ability to create signs and symbols. In the case of
the eigenform X with X = F(X), X can be regarded as the name of the
process itself or as the name of the limiting process.”(14) It is in the exer-
cise of his imagination that Narcissus will be able to come into contact
with the existence of his I until he himself is reflected and objectified in
it at the level of the resulting tissue of the involved eigenforms. The im-
age marks his advent to the truth and it is in this same image that Nar-
cissus drowns. In this sense, the form of an object is the form of the dis-
tinction that it operates in the space of perception.

At the level of the ancient Myth, the Minotaur is initially pure
magma (and as such he is blind, pure plot of intensities devoid of
boundaries in himself ). When the distinction is born (as eigenform) and
with it the object, this means that the form of the distinction (which re-
mains constant) has produced an object for the observer. The Minotaur
succeeds in opening his eyes in the same time that an object comes to
appear. Unity of the structures of perception, on the one hand, and of
the objects seen, on the other hand. Reality brings into play a form of
distinction that remaining constant produces, in turn, an object for the
observer-operator: O (A) = A, where the object A constitutes an eigen-
form for the observer O. When the distinction emerges here is both per-
ceiver and perceived, and here is a particular ability that draws existence
along its own realizing itself according to a form in action. In this con-
text, the Minotaur appears as a paradigmatic example of a non-trivial
machine in the sense of von Foerster, i.e. of a self-organizing machine.
In other words, at the level of the Minotaur, an eigenform constitutes
the order for the process that generates it. Always according to the an-
cient Myth, Narcissus comes to existence by drowning in his image as a
fixed point of self-replication. From a general point of view, the object is
given by the process that determines the stability (invariance) of the ob-
ject and this process is recursive. It is, however, every time, a certain type
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of self-organization that gives rise to the specific embodiment related to
this type of process. This embodiment would not, in fact, be possible (as
we have just seen) without the enchantment created by the flute played
by Pan: the universe of intensities necessarily follows the experimentum
and the “irruption“. Starting from Narcissus, moreover, there is no nov-
elty that does not constitute a variation that arises from a Chance that
represents, in turn, the other face of the Empire of Necessity. Here is the
eternal spinning of the Wheel of Time in order to ensure through
Omega (in accordance with Chaitin’s deep intuitions) the perennial es-
tablishment of objectivity. Hence the remaining of the subject of percep-
tion identical to himself even in the presence of a creativity at play, a cre-
ativity, however, that must reveal itself as phantasmal (cf. Pier Francesco
Mola, “Diana and Endymion”), i. e. as a creativity that tells of its
reached invariance and for which life itself is reduced to such story-
telling: i.e. to the inspection of itself as a fixed point. In this picture the
recursive processes that ensure the relaxation of the imagination take, in
some respects, the place of the ancient Kantian schemes.

Just as in Kant there are different types of schemes at work, also for
what concerns the eigenforms we are faced with the blossoming of dif-
ferent types of eigenforms: boxes, frames, fractals, etc. In this respect, the
real problem is the fact that Kauffman’s model does not foresee the pres-
ence of specific semantic orderings at play, nor the intervention of the
component related to meaning in action. From an effective point of
view, at the level of cognition (and life), as we have already seen, the ba-
sic interweaving concerns the ever changing bond between reflection
and simulation, i. e. between Narcissus and Marsyas. As a craftsman I
must simulate possible worlds on my own skin so that the God can
come to affect me. I must pose myself as a gridiron for the realization of
specific concepts, only then will I be welcomed by the Muse: a creative
thought will rise in me to the extent that I will come to be added. Just as
thought is leavening in me, allowing me to transfigure, observation leads
me to closing in a sphere, (a sphere, however, that, as shown by Pier
Francesco Mola, can enclose creativity in itself, but only in a phantasmal
way). I add myself as an observer and I come to be part of a Temple
whose columns carry my name-symbol. Narcissus is constituted as a col-
umn and, therefore, as a replication process taking place at the level of
Nature to the extent that he gives rise to the inscription of himself in the
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stone and to the reading-observation of his own form as a form of dis-
tinction and visibility. It is inasmuch as the hero comes to be perceived
and to perceive that he comes into existence (Berkeley) thus coming to
add himself to the very heart of the world of Necessity: he presents him-
self both as object and symbol. He stands as an object along the giving
of an eigenform. The observer-operator during his acting can only leave
the form of the object as invariant. In this sense L. Kauffman can only
be aware of the necessity that: “...in the course of examining the concept
of reflexivity we will find that the essence of the matter is an opening in-
to creativity.”(15) This appears necessary if one wants to avoid a definitive
closure in the universe of Narcissus and, therefore, in a form of creativity
characterized in phantasmal terms. However, as we will see, without re-
course to the simulation models it does not seem possible to outline an
adequate (and not phantasmal) space for what is the process of self-orga-
nization that underlies cognitive procedures. The closure in the Narcis-
sus world not only does not allow us to work for morphogenesis but
does not even allow us to prepare what is necessary for the genesis of a
renewed invariance, an invariance that cannot be solely considered as the
fruit of a perennial cyclic activity (the cyclic resurrection of the hero as a
flower).

At the theoretical level, the underlying goal of Louis Kauffman is to
preserve, with regard to molecular Biology, the scheme relative to the
central dogma as formulated by Monod (a scheme essentially linked to
the first order Cybernetics) but with a view to its partial overcoming by
means of the recourse to the methods proper to the second-order cyber-
netics. In his opinion, it is possible to achieve this overcoming making
recourse to an extended application of reflexive domains able to ensure
the due space for the full articulation of creativity and the continuous
emergence of specific novelties. Only the success of such an attempt
could lead us to the heart of a mathematically adequate theory (not only
phenomenological) of that particular theoretical set-up relative to the
enactive mind as proposed by Varela during his last years of life (al-
though on largely phenomenological bases). Whilst, however, for Mon-
od the creative evolution derives from the coupling between Chance and
Necessity, for Kauffman who wants to open up to the methods of the
second-order Cybernetics, the novelties must come to be born from
within the system itself through an inner dialectic game such as that sug-
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gested by the functioning of that particular cellular automaton related to
the Game of Life as outlined by J. Conway. However, as we will see, also
an overcoming of this kind could only reveal in terms of a phantasmal
“appearance“ giving rise once again to a modest form of life such as that
of Endymion: in fact, it will not be able to account for those bonds that
weave together invariance and morphogenesis according to a real circu-
larity, a circularity that finds its foundation first of all in the mathemat-
ics of non-standard and in that continuous passage by levels which ap-
pears inextricably linked to the arising of continuous changes with re-
spect to the Semantics at work.

After the death of Varela another volume was published in the wake
(for certain aspects) of the book published in 1999. Also at the level of
this volume a central role is played by J. Petitot and his school. The vol-
ume published in 2004 (cfr. Carsetti, A. (Ed.) (2004), Seeing, Thinking
and Knowing. Meaning and Self-Organization in Visual Cognition and
Thought, Dordrecht, The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers) is,
partially, focused on an ambitious problematic: actually, according to the
Editor the volume should not be limited only to the investigation of the
genesis of the embodied mind, it was also aimed to reach an initial clari-
fication of the action exerted by the embodied meaning. This volume
sees, in particular, the presence of an illuminating work by K. J. O’Re-
gan, E. Myin and A. Noe, “Towards an Analytic Phenomenology: The
Concepts of “Bodiliness” and “Grabbiness”. It is precisely this article
that will open new horizons through its come to determine an impor-
tant change of perspective with respect to the studies concerning the
genesis of the human mind. Next to this article in the book there is also
a chapter by A. Carsetti dedicated to a broad analysis of the reality of the
embodied meaning.

The book allows us to see, among other things, how the legacy of
Varela came to spread in the context of a variety of research areas. What
appears very clear, however, once we analyze this spreading in details, is
that the interest of many scholars working in the wake of Varela’ s her-
itage is increasingly converging today on the Enactivism and the Theory
of the embodied mind according to the lines of the already cited paper
by Varela of 1990 (whose title is already particularly illuminating in it-
self ). It is precisely in this framework that the lines of research carried
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out by O’Regan, Myin and Noe. come to open up further horizons to
the gaze. We are faced with a real breakthrough but marked in conserva-
tively. As a matter of fact, the reality of embodiment is not called in
question, the setting, however, in which this reality is to be realized ap-
pears extremely diversified and complex with respect to the mathemati-
cal and epistemological tools carried out by Varela. In order to under-
stand the ultimate nature of this intellectual shift let us remind, first of
all, that starting from the years 60 of the last century we have witnessed
the birth of a structuralist theory as regards the nature of numbers and,
in general, of the mathematical structures underlying human cognitive
activity. This birth in many respects follows the progressive affirmation
of the Computational Structuralism and appears strictly linked, as we
shall see, to the consequences inherent in the Tennenbaum theorem.

It dates back to 1965 the publication of the fundamental work of
Benacerraf (cf. “What numbers could not be” (1965), Philosophical Re-
view, 74: 47-73).It is precisely on the wave of the theses advocated in
this paper that the Computational Structuralism has recently developed.
Hence the emergence of a very interesting debate that has come to focus
on the problem relative to the genesis of mind in its link with the math-
ematical structures, a debate that has recently seen P. Quinon and K.
Zdanowski come to revisit in 2009 the main thesis by O’Regan, Myin
and Noe in order to outline a new vision of what was, in Kantian terms,
the main tool available to our mind, namely that “Schematism” consid-
ered by Kant as the most mysterious (and perhaps inaccessible) aspect of
mind’s activity. According to Kant the Schematism is the tool imple-
mented at the level of human mind in order to guarantee the coordina-
tion of the concepts in presence of that self-organization process that
identifies the genesis of the “Thinking I “. The term “self-organization”
is directly utilized by Kant in his major work (1781). As we have just
mentioned, Kant’s main intuition has been revisited by H. von Foerster
at the level of the contemporary theory of self-organization, through the
innovative recourse to the concept of non-trivial machines, of machines,
that is, capable of self-organizing themselves.(16) An interesting example
of this kind of machines is today represented, albeit at a first level of
complexity, by the associative memories as investigated by Kohonen in
the framework of his theory of self-organizing maps. The reference to
the self-organization procedures acting at the cognitive level represents
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perhaps the most appropriate key to understanding the nature of the
paradigm shift that animates the work carried out by Quinon and
Zdanowski in the wake of the first insights by O’Regan, Myin and Noe.

Indeed, at the level of the paper by P. Quinon and K. Zdanowski
(2006) entitled: “The Intended Model of Arithmetic. An Argument
from Tennenbaum Theorem” (17) we are faced with a shift that manages
to field, beyond Husserl’s lesson, the theses advocated byWittgenstein in
relation to his conception of meaning as use (as well as, in some respects,
that theoretical perspective concerning the embodied meaning to which
the last chapter of the aforesaid volume Seeing, Thinking and Knowing is
dedicated). In order to understand the scope of this statement let us now
to refer briefly to the lines of that scientific debate which, starting from
2004, finally came to focus on the reality of mind but with reference to
the development of a Wittgensteinian perspective based on the theory of
computation as well as on the mathematical instruments currently of-
fered by the ongoing research in the field of hypercomputation. A reality
this latter that appears far removed from the mathematical training by
Varela. It is no longer a question of taking into account Turing’s world
together with the autonomous reality of a body according to the theses
advocated by Varela in the aforementioned article he published in 1990,
on the contrary the real issue now is to understand how from within the
same reality of a computational self-organizing world that particular
novelty represented by the evolution of a body together with its unique
mind can come to be born. Once again, in view of being able to navi-
gate in these mysterious waters the compass, in the first instance, can
only be the one represented by the two theses by H. Atlan: a) function
self-organizes together with its meaning and A. Carsetti: b) meaning
self-organizes together with its creativity. That the genome cannot be
identified as a simple program as claimed by Atlan, is quite clear in
terms of the dynamics we can inspect at the deep biological level. As we
have just said, biological information cannot be reduced to simple Shan-
nonian information. Software identification, in turn, cannot be separat-
ed from the different phases of the self-organization process at work. At
the level of the original library of programs it is necessary to identify
both a depth dimension and a surface dimension; moreover we are also
witnessing the continuous construction of biological (non-trivial) ma-
chines and their incessant recycling and transformation. Hence the giv-
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ing of a body of Nature as hardware forged in obedience to the “pro-
grams” at play on the basis of the selection exercised by the orderings of-
fered by the Form, a Form that will finally come to reflect itself as pure
software in action. Fundamental at this level is the action of editing as
connected to the processes of splicing. We have, on the one hand, genes
as “predicaments” (functional modules in action) working at the DNA
level and, on the other hand, pure “insights” working at the level of the
Forma formans considered as a source of individuated orderings. In this
sense, the different intensities (capacities) can only be revealed in precise
correspondence to specific sections of the functional library in action at
the biological level. In such a theoretical framework, the original “irrup-
tion” can only appear linked to a language that becomes thought in life.
Conception, on the other hand, appears to be linked to that thought
through forms (operating in the framework of a vision in the truth)
which becomes pure language, the language of a particular body finally
drowning in the waters of the Temple. Hence the possibility of a self-re-
flection (mirroring) on behalf of the Forma formans in the body of Na-
ture, a mirroring which finally presides over the birth of the Lord of the
garlands and the triumph of the modules characterizing the artificial life.
As we have just seen, it is exactly this kind of mirroring which identifies
the role played by Narcissus. Meaning can reflect itself in the body of
Nature to the extent that Narcissus comes to drown in his own image in
waters.

The embodied life is memory plus imagination but along the real-
ization of that particular detachment from the original Sylva as per-
formed by the Minotaur. Here we can find the roots of Narcissus’ devel-
opment. From the intensities to the eigenforms trough the individua-
tion of the correct reflexive domains. Only if the original memory self-
organizes as pure hardware on the basis of the intervention of the due
orderings we will be faced with new imagination and new data bases at
work: only in this way true morphogenesis can, then, take place.

***

It is Narcissus “who” allows meaning to self-conceive and the source
to realize the process relative to the self-renewing “inscription”. He can
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really offer his severed head and his achieved ability as editor only to the
extent to which he recognizes himself in the inscribed design and in the
reflected image. Through the coder the source assumes a reproductive
capacity commensurate with a precise invariance and with the individu-
ation of intrinsic forms which inhabit life; it inscribes itself as instruc-
tional form (information) and as a hereditary principle in action, as a
source of varied complexity but compared with a hereditary apparatus
which self-organizes as such in view of possible regeneration. The source
which generates on the basis of self-reflection (but at the surface level)
opens out, then, towards a self-reproduction process which is targeted
and part of a co-evolutionary path. Whoever arrests and captures the re-
flection, fixing and freezing it, also makes him/herself into a reflection;
the offering of him/herself as severed head to the fluxes is in sight of a
new invariance and the possible emergence of ever-new specific proper-
ties. Master/mistress of the shadow, s/he guides the process of regenera-
tion by opening up to the new “conception”. The inscription and the
suture of the wounds operate at the level of the becoming body; and it is
by a path of perceptual activity of this kind that a world articulated in
properties is finally recognized. The result is a source which, having
stored a pathway (the Road as this emerges along the petrifaction), is
able to code and articulate as a set of properties and recipes, thus
proposing itself as mirror to itself but within the contours of incoming
life. Hence the possibility of a genomic information self-mediated in the
architecture of proteins.

With respect to this mainframe, if we take into consideration, for
instance, visual cognition we can easily realize that vision is the end re-
sult of a construction realized in the conditions of experience. It is “di-
rect” and organic in nature because the product of neither simple mental
associations nor reversible reasoning, but, primarily, the “harmonic” and
targeted articulation of specific attractors at different embedded levels.
The resulting texture is experienced at the conscious level by means of
self-reflection; we actually sense that it cannot be reduced to anything
else, but is primary and self-constituting. We see visual objects; they
have no independent existence in themselves but cannot be broken
down into elementary data. Grasping information at the visual level
means managing to hear, as it were, inner speech. It means first of all
capturing and “playing” each time, in an inner generative language,
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through progressive assimilation, selection and real metamorphosis (al-
beit partially and roughly) and according to “genealogical” modules, the
emergent (and complex) articulation of the semantic apparatus which
works at the deep level and moulds and subtends, in a mediate way, the
presentation of the functional patterns at the level of the optical sieve.

What must be ensured, then, is that meaning can be extended like a
thread within the file, a thread that carries the choices and the piles re-
lated to specific symmetry breakings. It is Narcissus who must donate
cues in order to operate the fixing of meaning. At the end of the meta-
morphosis the hero will mirror himself in the motionless face of Ari-
adne. Now his head will be cut (cf. Caravaggio: Medusa’s consciousness)
and a vision will arise in accordance with the truth.

In this way, it will be possible to identify a “garland”; only on the
strength of this construction can an “I” posit itself together with a sieve:
a sieve in particular related to the world which is becoming visible. In
this sense, the world which then comes to “dance” at the level of the eyes
of my mind is impregnated with meaning. The “I” which perceives it re-
alizes itself as the fixed point of the garland with respect to the “captur-
ing” of the thread inside the file: i. e. inside that genealogically-modulat-
ed articulation of the file which manages to express its invariance and
become “vision” (visual thinking which is also able to inspect itself ), an-
choring its generativity at a deep semantic dimension. The model can
shape itself as such and succeed in opening the mind’s eye in proportion
to its ability to permit the categorial to anchor itself to (and be filled by)
intuitions (which are not, however, static, but emerge as linked to a con-
tinuous process of deconstruction of the original holistic meaning). And
it is exactly in relation to the adequate constitution of the channel that a
sieve can effectively articulate itself and cogently realize its selective work
at the informational level. This can only happen if the two selective
forces, operating respectively within an ambient meaning and an ambi-
ent incompressibility, meet, and a telos shapes itself autonomously so as
to offer itself as guide and support for the task of both capturing and
“ring-threading”. It is the (anchoring) rhythm-scanning of the labyrinth
by the thread of meaning which allows for the opening of the eyes, and
it is the truth, then, which determines and possesses them. Hence the
construction of an “I” as a fixed point: the “I” of those eyes (an “I”
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which perceives and which exists in proportion to its ability to perceive
(and “fix”) according to the truth). What they see is generativity in ac-
tion, its surfacing rhythm being dictated intuitively. What this also pro-
duces, however, is a file that is incarnated in a body that posits itself as
“my” body, or more precisely, as the body of “my” mind: hence the pro-
gressive outlining of a meaning, “my” meaning which appears gradually
pervaded by life. Concepts and schemes, intuitions and diagrams relative
to orderings. Determinations of Time and diagrams of the memory. The
intensities come to life, the Time comes to the truth. On the one hand
schemes working on predicaments, on the other hand, orderings indi-
viduating the original insights. The categories through the schemes give
rise to concepts, the Form through the orderings gives rise to intuitions.
Determinations of Time and channelling of intensities. Conceptual acts
and intuitive scans. The Form is filled with insights, the categorial, in
turn, is populated by concepts.

Vision as emergence aims first of all to grasp (and “play”) the paths
and the modalities that determine the selective action, the modalities
specifically relative to the revelation of the afore-mentioned semantic ap-
paratus at the surface level but in accordance with different and succes-
sive phases of generality. These paths and modalities thus manage to
“speak” through my own fibers. It is exactly through a similar self-orga-
nizing process, characterized by the presence of a double-selection mech-
anism, that our mind can partially manage to perceive (and assimilate)
depth information in an objective way. Here we can find the ultimate
roots of its genesis. The extent to which the network-model succeeds, al-
beit partially, in encapsulating the secret cipher of this articulation
through a specific chain of functional modules determines the model’s
ability to see with the mind’s eye as well as, in perspective, the successive
irruption of new patterns of creativity. Only if the Minotaur manages to
open his eyes, can Marsyas successively perform his experimentum crucis.
To assimilate and see, the system must first “think” internally of its secret
abstract “capacities”, and then posit itself as a channel (through the pre-
cise indication of forms of potential coagulum) for the process of open-
ing and anchoring of depth information. This process then realizes itself
gradually into the system’s fibers, via possible selection, in accordance
with the coagulum possibilities and the meaningful connections offered
successively by the system itself (as immersed in its meaning).
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The revelation and channelling procedures thus emerge as an essen-
tial and integrant part of a larger and coupled process of self-organiza-
tion. In connection with this process we can ascertain the successive edi-
fication of an I-subject conceived as a progressively wrought work of ab-
straction, unification, and emergence. The fixed points which manage to
articulate themselves within this channel, at the level of the trajectories
of neural dynamics, represent the real bases on which the “I” can graft
and progressively constitute itself. The I-subject (the observer) can thus
perceive to the extent in which the single visual perceptions are the end
result of a coupled process which, through selection, finally leads the
original Source to articulate and present itself as true invariance and as
“harmony” within (and through) the architectures of reflection, imagi-
nation, computation and vision, at the level of the effective constitution
of a body and “its” intelligence: the body of “my” mind. These percep-
tions are (partially) veridical, direct, and irreducible. They exist not only
in themselves, but, on the contrary, also for the “I”, but simultaneously
constitute the primary departure-point for every successive form of rea-
soning perpetrated by the agent. As an observer I shall thus witness
Natura naturata since I have connected functional forms at the semantic
level according to a successful and coherent “score”. In this sense at the
level of the reflexivity proper to the system the eigenforms reveal them-
selves as an integrant part of that self-organization process which consti-
tutes the real engine of visual cognition, a process that the telos itself can
manage to “imagine” only along the progressive unfolding of its reflexive
tools. Without the individuation of the “I” and the composition of the
eigenforms no perceptual activity is really possible.(18)

The multiple unfolding of the eigenforms will be tailored to the
symmetry breakings that manage to be realized at the level of meaning.
They come to constitute themselves as fixed points in the process of
construction of the structures of the operator. In this sense, they present
themselves as the real bases of my own perceptual operations and, there-
fore, “preside” at the identification of the objects in the world. The
forms arise from the determinations of the embodiment taking place by
means of the “infixions” offered by Ariadne. When the garland closes
and embraces the Minotaur that embodies and reflects himself, we have
the emergence of vision. Narcissus-Minotaur will finally be able to rec-
ognize himself as an invariant reality and a source of replication through
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his rendering to the “stone”, i.e his realization as living being in the
world and his becoming an integrant part of the ruler (through self-ad-
junction).

In accordance with these intuitions, we may tentatively consider,
from the more general point of view of contemporary Self-organization
theory, the network of meaningful (and “intelligent”) causal “programs”
living at the level of our body as a complex one which forms, articulates,
and develops, functionally, within a “coupled universe” characterized by
the existence of two interacting selective forces. This network gradually
posits itself as the real instrument for the actual emergence of meaning
and the simultaneous, if indirect, surfacing of an “acting I”: as the basic
instrument, in other words, for the perception of real and meaningful
processes, of “objects” possessing meaning, aims, intentions, etc.: above
all, of objects possessing an inner plan and linked to the progressive ex-
pression of a specific cognitive action.

As we have just said, the mechanism which “extracts” pure intu-
itions from the underlying formal co-ordination activity, if parallel to
the development of the telos as editor with respect to the coder, is neces-
sarily linked to the continuous emergence of new mathematical moves
at the level of the neural system’s cognitive elaboration, This considera-
tion inviting the revisiting of a number of Kantian hypotheses. It would
appear, for instance, to be necessary not only to reread Kant in an evolu-
tionistic key (cf. e.g., K. Lorenz), but also with reference to other specu-
lative themes like, for instance, the indissoluble link existing between life
and cognition and between chance and necessity. Taking into considera-
tion coder’s action opens up a new and different relationship with the
processes of mathematical invention, making it necessary, for example,
to explore second-order territories, the very realm of non-standard
mathematics as well as the dialectics between observer and observed real-
ity.(19)

Pace Kant, at the level of a biological cognitive system sensibility is
not a simple interface between absolute chance and an invariant intellec-
tual order. On the contrary, the reference procedures, if successful, are
able to modulate canalization and create the basis for the appearance of
ever-new frames of incompressibility through morphogenesis. This is
not a question of discovering and directly exploring (according, for in-
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stance, to Putnam’s conception) new “territories”, but of offering our-
selves as the matrix and arch through which they can spring au-
tonomously in accordance with ever increasing levels of complexity.
There is no casual autonomous process already in existence, and no pos-
sible selection and synthesis activity via a possible “remnant” through
reference procedures considered as a form of simple regimentation.
These procedures are in actual fact functional to the construction and ir-
ruption of new incompressibility: meaning, as Forma formans, offers the
possibility of creating a holistic anchorage, and is exactly what allows the
categorial apparatus to emerge and act according to a coherent “ar-
borization”. From the encounter of Ariadne with Narcissus we shall have
the flowering of forms, the possibility to perceive by fixed points, the
birth of specific structures at the level of the operator.

The new invention, which is born then shapes and opens the (new)
eyes of mind: I see as a mind because new meaning is able to articulate
and take root through me. As J. Petitot correctly remarks, according to
Kant the pure intuitions are : « “abstraites de l’action même par laquelle
l’esprit coordonne, selon des lois permanentes, ses sensations” (Disserta-
tion, 177). Or, cette coordination est elle-même innée et fonctionne
comme un fondement de l’acquisition»(20). In this sense, the space ap-
pears as a format, the very basis of spatial intuition is innate. According
to Kant, it is a condition of a subject knowing anything that the things
it knows should be unified in a single consciousness. Kant calls this con-
sciousness the transcendental unity of apperception. Kant writes that
this unity comes about “not simply through my accompanying each rep-
resentation with consciousness, but only in so far as I conjoin one repre-
sentation with another.” (B 133, p. 153 in Kemp Smith, A Commentary
to Kant’s ‘Critique of Pure Reason’ (London: Macmillan, 1918) ). In this
sense, all coherent consciousness, hence all knowledge of anything, pre-
supposes not just an original unity, but original, conceptual acts of possi-
ble combination to produce such unity. This means that some concepts
are a priori. They cannot possibly have been derived from experience,
since without them there would have been no original unity of experi-
ence. Just as Kant identifies in this way the existence of a priori concep-
tual acts (by coniunctio) living at the level of the potential intellect, he al-
so identifies, as we have just said, the existence of innate tessellations (by
orderings) at the level of the Form. It is in dependence of the determina-
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tions operated by the schemes on the Form of Time (in connection with
the operations of categories-capacities) that we will have the intuitions
that populate our perception of the world

The schemes allow a space-time tessellation according to intuitions.
Here are the processes that lead to the articulation of specific eigen-
forms. From here, moreover, the profiling of that digital image in which
Narcissus drowns reaching its objectivity. Starting from the capacities
and the action of Grace we reach the eigenforms and the invariance.
This, however, allows the new conception as well as the path pursued by
the Work, the same come to burn in the air, in the close exploration of
its most hidden secrets, by the Painter (as De Nittis states). Here is the
current extroversion and the related eigenvalues. Hence the possible trig-
ger and the new incarnation related to it (an incarnation that arises from
irruption and not from conception). Capacities as intensities and as ar-
ticulations of thought in life that are made, therefore, to eigenforms. On
the opposite side, however, we are faced with meanings that are made to
eigenvalues. Meaning as a trigger for the incarnation following the pyre,
creativity as a condition for the abstraction following the petrifaction.

In this sense, at the biological level, as we have just seen, what is in-
nate is the result of an evolutive process and is “programmed” by natural
selection. Natural selection is the coder (once linked to the emergence of
meaning): at this level the emergence process is indissolubly correlated
to the continuous construction of new formats in accordance with the
unfolding of ever new mathematics, a mathematics that necessarily
moulds coder’s activity. Hence the necessity of articulating and invent-
ing a mathematics capable of engraving itself in an evolutive landscape
in accordance with the opening up of meaning. As we have just said and
as we shall see in the following chapters, the realms of non standard-
models and non-standard analysis represent today a fruitful perspective
in order to point out, in mathematical terms, some of the basic concepts
concerning the articulation of an adequate intentional information theo-
ry. This individuation, on the other side, presents itself not only as an
important theoretical achievement but also as one of the essential bases
of our very evolution as intelligent organisms. Here we can find the basis
for the development of the mathematical language related to a new sci-
ence: Metabiology.
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HUMBERTO R. MATURANA

L’ILLUSIONE DELLA PERCEZIONE,
OVVERO LA CHIUSURA OPERATIVA

DEL SISTEMA NERVOSO

Se prestiamo attenzione alle nostre esperienze quotidiane, non pos-
siamo fare a meno di notare che un oggetto che intercetti
simultaneamente due luci, una rossa e una bianca, proietta due ombre,
una delle quali appare rossa e l’altra verde. Se ci chiediamo come accada
che una delle due ombre appaia verde, dal momento che non c’è nessu-
na luce verde, la risposta di solito è che si tratta di un’illusione, il verde è
un colore indotto dal contrasto simultaneo. Questo genere di risposta sa-
rebbe accettabile solo nel caso in cui le cosiddette illusioni non fossero
esperienze percettive altrettanto potenti quanto lo sono le percezioni
propriamente dette, ed esse lo sono. Infatti, possiamo affermare che una
particolare esperienza sensoriale è un’illusione e non una percezione solo
facendo affidamento, in quanto percezione, su un’altra esperienza senso-
riale al posto di quella. Nel caso in questione di ombre colorate, conside-
riamo il verde come un’illusione solo se accettiamo come verdetto l’espe-
rienza sensoriale che conseguiamo mediante uno spettroscopio, secondo
cui riceviamo esclusivamente luce bianca dall’area in cui vediamo verde.
Ma, se ammettiamo che certe esperienze sensoriali siano illusioni, come
possiamo sapere o ammettere che altre non lo siano? La risposta corrente
a tale questione è che in un modo o nell’altro il sistema nervoso ottiene
dall’ambiente i dati o le informazioni necessarie a consentirgli di elabora-
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re una rappresentazione del mondo esterno che gli permetta di convali-
dare la distinzione tra percezione e illusione.

Io la penso diversamente e la mia risposta è che percezione e illusio-
ne non sono distinguibili nel funzionamento del sistema nervoso, e che
qualsiasi distinzione tra di esse può nascere esclusivamente nel dominio
delle descrizioni. Ciò significa che, secondo me, il sistema nervoso non
funziona come un organo che usa le informazioni sensoriali per costruire
una rappresentazione dell’ambiente, che poi utilizza per calcolare il com-
portamento dell’organismo. Lasciatemi spiegare cosa intendo risponden-
do alle seguenti domande:

A. In che modo il sistema nervoso funziona in quanto sistema?

B. In che modo il sistema nervoso prende parte alla generazione di una
condotta adeguata dell’organismo?

AA..  IInn  cchhee  mmooddoo  iill  ssiisstteemmaa  nneerrvvoossoo  
ffuunnzziioonnaa  iinn  qquuaannttoo  ssiisstteemmaa??

Il sistema nervoso: In quanto componente dell’organismo, il sistema
nervoso è un sistema a struttura determinante. Vale a dire che, qualun-
que cosa accada al suo interno, tanto in seguito alle sue dinamiche inter-
ne quanto alla sua partecipazione alle dinamiche e alle interazioni inter-
ne all’organismo che esso integra, esso è determinato dal funzionamento
del le sue componenti nell’azione reciproca delle loro proprietà, come
avvie ne in ogni sistema meccanicistico. Che le cose stiano così è messo
in luce dalle osservazioni neurofisiologiche, cliniche e sperimentali, che
mostra no in che modo i suoi componenti funzionino. Pertanto, la diffe-
renza tra il sistema nervoso e altri sistemi a struttura determinante come
un telaio, un’automobile o un computer si basa sulla sua organizzazione
e sulla na tura dei suoi componenti. In altre parole, il sistema nervoso
differisce da altri sistemi meccanistici per le relazioni esistenti tra i com-
ponenti che ne fanno un sistema nervoso e che devono restare invarianti
perché esso ri manga un sistema nervoso nel corso delle sue continue tra-
sformazioni, nonché per i tipi di componenti che lo costituiscono. La-
sciatemi chiarire questo aspetto.
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Ogni sistema a struttura determinante ha un’organizzazione e una
struttura. L’organizzazione di un sistema a struttura determinante è da-
ta dalla configurazione delle relazioni esistenti tra i suoi componenti
che ne fanno un sistema di un particolare tipo, vale a dire un’automobi-
le, una fabbrica o un sistema nervoso. L’identità di classe di un sistema
si basa sulla sua organizzazione; se cambia l’organizzazione di un siste-
ma, allora cambia anche la sua identità di classe, cioè esso si disintegra
in quanto si stema di un certo tipo e al suo posto appare qualcosa d’al-
tro. La struttura di un sistema a struttura determinante è la sua costitu-
zione effettiva in quanto entità particolare, e comprende i suoi compo-
nenti effettivi e le re lazioni concrete che essi stabiliscono, incluse quelle
relative all’organizza zione. Pertanto, dal momento che la struttura di un
sistema a struttura determinante comprende più relazioni di quelle del-
l’organizzazione, la sua struttura può cambiare senza che esso si disinte-
gri fintantoché non vengano cambiate le relazioni della sua organizza-
zione. Se la struttura di un sistema a struttura determinante cambia
senza che esso perda la sua identità di classe, cambiano le sue proprietà
in quanto sistema particolare, ma rimangono invarianti le sue proprietà
e caratteristiche in quanto si stema appartenente ad una determinata
classe. In queste circostanze ac cade che ogni sistema a struttura deter-
minante abbia:

a) un dominio di cambiamenti di stato in quanto dominio di cam -
biamenti di struttura senza perdita dell’identità di classe;

b) un dominio di cambiamenti distruttivi in quanto dominio di
cambiamenti di struttura con perdita dell’identità di classe;

c) un dominio di perturbazioni in quanto dominio di possibili in -
terazioni strutturali che innescano in esso un cambiamento di sta-
to, e

d) un dominio di disintegrazioni in quanto dominio di possibili in-
terazioni strutturali che innescano in esso un cambiamento di-
struttivo.

Accade che in un sistema a struttura determinante, ogni cambia -
men to strutturale che si possa prendere in considerazione si verifichi in
segui to a innesco prodotto dalle interazioni dei suoi componenti, sia
interna mente l’uno con l’altro, che esternamente con i componenti del
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medium in cui esso funziona come unità. In altre parole, la struttura di
un sistema a struttura determinante determina sia il corso dei suoi cam-
biamenti strutturali (casi a e b citati sopra), sia quali configurazioni
strutturali del medium possono interagire con esso e innescare in esso un
cambiamento strutturale (casi c e d citati sopra).

Da tutto ciò consegue che qualsiasi spiegazione del funzionamento
del sistema nervoso deve rispettare le limitazioni fondamentali in base al-
le quali esso deve funzionare come un sistema dinamico a struttura
determi nante, e in particolare: 1) che ogni cambiamento strutturale che
si verifi chi in esso cambierà o i suoi domini di cambiamenti strutturali a
e b, o quelli delle interazioni c e d, oppure entrambi; 2) che tutti i suoi
cambia menti strutturali sorgeranno in quanto innescati dalle interazioni
dei suoi componenti, o in seguito alla sua stessa dinamica, o attraverso la
sua par tecipazione alle interazioni dell’organismo; e 3) che la sequenza
effettiva delle interazioni tra i suoi componenti selezionerà in esso, me-
diante inne scamenti successivi, una particolare linea di cambiamenti
strutturali in quanto sua epigenesi.

Organizzazione e struttura del sistema nervoso: Se il sistema nervoso è
un sistema a struttura determinante, in che modo partecipa alla produ -
zio ne di un comportamento adeguato da parte dell’organismo in un me-
dium che cambia? Io sostengo che è possibile rispondere in modo corret-
to a questa domanda solo se si ammette che: 1) il sistema nervoso è
organizza to come un reticolo chiuso di elementi neurali in interazione,
tali che at traverso le loro mutevoli relazioni di attività si generano soltan-
to ulteriori cambiamenti delle relazioni di attività tra loro stessi; 2) esso è
continua mente sottoposto a cambiamenti strutturali che seguono una
sequenza se lezionata dalle interazioni interne ed esterne dei suoi compo-
nenti che li innescano. Per essere chiaro, io propongo che sia una caratte-
ristica dell’organizzazione del sistema nervoso in quanto componente
dell’orga nismo che esso funzioni come un reticolo chiuso di elementi in
interazio ne in modo tale che ciascun cambiamento dell’attività che si ve-
rifichi in esso conduca sempre ad ulteriori cambiamenti dell’attività in
esso. Io propongo che il sistema nervoso nel funzionare come un sistema
dinami co di relazioni mutevoli di attività non abbia input o output, ma
che esso generi esclusivamente gli schemi mutevoli (ricorrenti o meno)
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delle rela zioni interne che la sua struttura mutevole determina ad ogni
istante. Inoltre, io propongo che la struttura del sistema nervoso in
quanto com ponente dell’organismo sia quella di un reticolo di effettori,
di recettori e di neuroni (che io chiamo tutti elementi neuronali) che si
connettono re ciprocamente in molti modi differenti, specifici di ciascu-
na specie, e che questo reticolo si chiuda in sé stesso anche attraverso il
medium in una sorta di sinapsi sensoriale effettoria. In altre parole, pro-
pongo che noi, in quanto osservatori, ci collochiamo nell’ interruzione
sinaptica sensoriale effettoria dell’organismo, e che ciò che per noi rap-
presenta un medium altamente strutturato sia per il funzionamento del
sistema nervoso soltan to una linea informe di chiusura come ogni altra
interruzione sinaptica.

Da ciò che ho detto consegue che il medium non entra come tale
nel funzionamento del sistema nervoso. Ciò che è peculiare del medium
è che noi in quanto osservatori ci collochiamo in esso e che le strutture
che con sideriamo come ambiente sono importanti per il nostro funzio-
namento come osservatori, ma non lo sono per il funzionamento del
nostro sistema nervoso in quanto reticolo neuronale che genera soltanto
cambiamenti delle relazioni di attività tra i suoi componenti. Secondo
questa concezio ne, le superfici effettorie e sensoriali che vediamo nell’or-
ganismo sono punti in cui la struttura del suo sistema nervoso è aperta a
subire intera zioni strutturali nel nostro dominio di osservazione (che
chiamiamo inte razioni con il medium), ma in cui esso rimane chiuso dal
punto di vista operativo. In altre parole, ogni interazione dell’organismo
al livello di una superficie sensoriale innesca un cambiamento strutturale
nel suo sistema nervoso, che produce un cambiamento nella dinamica
degli stati di que sto sistema perché è cambiata la sua struttura e non per-
ché esso abbia ri cevuto qualcosa come un input informazionale dal me-
dium. Pertanto, per il funzionamento del sistema nervoso è irrilevante se
questo cambiamento strutturale sia innescato da una qualche caratteri-
stica strutturale che noi vediamo nel medium o da un cambiamento
strutturale che si verifica nelle superfici effettorie dell’organismo. Tale di-
stinzione si realizza nel domi nio delle nostre osservazioni e non nel do-
minio di funzionamento del si stema nervoso. Tuttavia, benché la strut-
tura del medium sia irrilevante per il funzionamento del sistema nervoso
in quanto reticolo chiuso di mu tevoli relazioni di attività, essa non lo è
per la dinamica del suo cambia mento strutturale.
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Accoppiamento strutturale: Il funzionamento del sistema nervoso
consiste nella generazione continua di schemi mutevoli di relazioni di
atti vità tra i suoi componenti, e si realizza attraverso i cambiamenti
struttura li che questi innescano reciprocamente mediante le loro intera-
zioni, in un modo che segue un corso determinato, ad ogni istante, dalla
sua struttura a reticolo. Queste relazioni mutevoli di attività tra gli ele-
menti neuronali del sistema nervoso, tuttavia, possono implicare altri
cambiamenti strut turali in essi, oltre a quelli propri della loro partecipa-
zione al suo funzio namento. Per essere chiari su questo aspetto, quando
un neurofisiologo studia il sistema nervoso egli osserva quattro tipi fon-
damentali di fenome ni che può descrivere o meno in termini strutturali,
ma che provengono tutti da cambiamenti strutturali degli elementi neu-
ronali:

a) Cambiamenti dei potenziali di membrana degli elementi neu -
ronali che, in diminuzione o propagati, innescano nelle stesse cellule
pro cessi locali aggiuntivi che dànno luogo all’innescamento di cambia-
menti nei potenziali di membrana di altri elementi neuronali in luoghi
determi nati dal modo in cui questi ultimi si connettono reciprocamente
tra di loro. I processi locali citati possono consistere in cambiamenti pre-
sinap tici, che eventualmente innescano cambiamenti post-sinaptici,
cambia menti di forma degli elementi neuronali stessi che producono il
movimen to di una parte dell’organismo e il conseguente innescamento
di ulteriori cambiamenti di stato in alcune delle sue aree di ricezione,
oppure cam biamenti nella secrezione di sostanze che, alla fine, produco-
no anch’essi l’innescamento di un cambiamento strutturale in una certa
superficie re cettoria. Ne risulta che il sistema nervoso si trova in uno sta-
to di cambia mento strutturale continuo e ricorsivo e che questo si pro-
duce durante e attraverso il suo funzionamento in quanto reticolo neu-
ronale che genera schemi stabili o mutevoli di relazioni di attività deter-
minati in ogni mo mento dalla sua struttura effettiva a rete chiusa. Un
neurofisiologo si rife rirebbe a questi cambiamenti strutturali come a
cambiamenti strutturali propri del funzionamento del sistema nervoso
in quanto rete di relazioni mutevoli di attività.

b) Cambiamenti di struttura del sistema nervoso mediante cam -
biamenti di struttura dei suoi componenti, innescati da sostanze liberate
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localmente dagli elementi neuronali stessi conformemente ai processi di
interazione tra di essi che non sono mediati dai cambiamenti dei poten -
ziali di membrana a cui si è fatto riferimento in a, ma che sono distribui-
ti a seconda della collocazione dei loro contatti in quanto componenti
del reticolo neuronale. Le modulazioni strutturali reciproche, risultanti
da questi innescamenti scambievoli di cambiamenti strutturali tra gli
ele menti del reticolo strutturale, vengono chiamate effetti trofici. Esse,
co munque, non si verificano in quanto parte del funzionamento effetti-
vo del sistema nervoso come reticolo neuronale, come nel caso dei
cambia menti strutturali citati nel paragrafo precedente a, e possono esse-
re me glio considerate in quanto realizzantesi attraverso processi struttu-
rali or togonali rispetto a questo funzionamento.

c) Cambiamenti di struttura del sistema nervoso innescati da so -
stanze liberate nell’organismo da cellule che non appartengono propria -
mente al reticolo neuronale, e che pertanto possono trovarsi lontane dal-
le cellule che reagiscono ad esse. Queste sostanze che vengono distribuite
a tutto l’organismo attraverso il sangue e la linfa, innescano cambiamen-
ti strutturali in molti tipi diversi di cellule oltre a quelle del sistema ner-
voso. Di solito vengono chiamate ormoni e i cambiamenti strutturali
che esse innescano vengono generalmente considerati come processi di
differen ziazione cellulare. È evidente che nel sistema nervoso questi
cambiamen ti strutturali si realizzano attraverso processi ortogonali ri-
spetto al suo funzionamento vero e proprio come reticolo neuronale.

d) Cambiamenti di struttura del sistema nervoso innescati da so -
stanze o agenti fisici che non sono prodotti nell’organismo e che appar -
tengono al medium, oppure prodotti nell’organismo ma operativamente
esterni al sistema nervoso e che interagiscono con esso in quanto parte
del suo medium. Ovviamente, questi cambiamenti strutturali sono an-
che causati da processi strutturali ortogonali rispetto al funzionamento
del si stema nervoso in quanto rete neuronale chiusa.

Esistono, pertanto, due tipi fondamentali di cambiamenti struttura-
li a cui il sistema nervoso è sottoposto: quelli implicati nel suo funziona -
mento in quanto rete neuronale e quelli implicati nella sua dinamica in
quanto sistema cellulare. Il primo tipo si produce attraverso la generazio -
ne di relazioni di attività neuronali nel funzionamento effettivo del siste -
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ma nervoso in quanto rete neuronale chiusa; il secondo attraverso
proces si che implicano gli elementi neuronali in modo ortogonale ri-
spetto a que sto funzionamento. La separazione tra questi due tipi di
cambiamenti strutturali è operativa e non strutturale, benché le conse-
guenze siano strutturali. Vediamole. Il primo tipo di cambiamenti strut-
turali può esse re ciclico, cosicché le strutture dei componenti del sistema
nervoso ritor nano periodicamente ad un certo stato iniziale dopo una se-
rie di cambia menti; tuttavia, possono anche non essere ciclici. Quando
non lo sono, conducono di fatto a cambiamenti del secondo tipo attra-
verso situazioni del tipo d precedentemente menzionate. Non essendo
reversibili, i cam biamenti strutturali di questo secondo genere produco-
no una trasforma zione strutturale continua del sistema nervoso, che se-
gue un corso ricor rentemente selezionato dai cambiamenti di stato e dal-
le interazioni dell’organismo che esso integra. Di conseguenza, questo
processo mantie ne il sistema nervoso in una continua congruenza strut-
turale dinamica con l’organismo in quanto entità dinamica in un me-
dium, oppure lo con duce alla disintegrazione. Ne consegue anche che
questo processo man tiene il sistema nervoso in una dinamica di conti-
nue trasformazioni rever sibili e irreversibili del suo dominio operativo,
che è necessariamente con gruente con il dominio operativo dell’organi-
smo, oppure lo conduce alla disintegrazione.

In generale, io chiamo accoppiamento strutturale la congruenza
strutturale che, sia come processo dinamico che come condizione della
complementarietà statica o dinamica, si produce necessariamente quan-
do due sistemi interagiscono ricorrentemente l’un l’altro, selezionando
reci procamente i loro rispettivi cambiamenti strutturali, e che persiste
fintan toché essi interagiscono senza disintegrarsi. Ritengo inoltre che è
attraver so l’accoppiamento strutturale che il sistema nervoso e l’organi-
smo che esso integra funzionano necessariamente in congruenza dinami-
ca nel cor so della storia di integrazioni di quest’ultimo.
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BB..  IInn  cchhee  mmooddoo  iill  ssiisstteemmaa  nneerrvvoossoo  pprreennddee  ppaarrttee  
aallllaa  ggeenneerraazziioonnee  ddii  uunnaa  ccoonn  ddoottttaa  aaddeegguuaattaa  ddeellll’’oorrggaanniissmmoo??

I cambiamenti di stato dell’organismo in un ambiente appaiono ad
un osservatore sotto forma di condotta. Se l’osservatore adotta come
rife rimento per le sue osservazioni la sopravvivenza dell’organismo in
quanto tale, allora egli può vedere che, poiché l’organismo insieme con il
suo sistema nervoso può sottostare solo a cambiamenti strutturali deter -
minati dalla sua struttura, la sua condotta è adeguata soltanto se la sua
struttura dinamica rimane congruente con la struttura dinamica del suo
medium, e può continuare ad interagire con esso senza disintegrarsi.
Ovvero, la condotta dell’organismo in quanto tale è adeguata solo
fintan toché esso (incluso il suo sistema nervoso) rimane in accoppia-
mento strutturale con il medium. Allora, la riposta alla domanda posta
sopra è che il sistema nervoso prende parte alla generazione di una con-
dotta ade guata dell’organismo, specificando molti dei suoi cambiamenti
di stato durante le sue interazioni, in quanto è in accoppiamento strut-
turale con esso e, attraverso di esso, con il suo medium. In altre parole, la
condotta adeguata di un particolare organismo è il risultato della storia
particolare di interazioni selettive ininterrotte tra un organismo dotato
di sistema nervoso e il suo medium, che si è originata nel corso della fi-
logenesi dell’organismo in questione, e viene portata a compimento al
presente nella sua ontogenesi.

a) Dal momento che il funzionamento di un sistema a struttura
determinante è determinato dalla sua struttura, in esso non vengono
com piuti errori. Esso fa ciò che fa e non può fare altrimenti. Così, in
senso stretto, per l’organismo (incluso il suo sistema nervoso) non esiste
nessu na condotta adeguata o inadeguata, esso può solo sottostare a
cambia menti strutturali fintantoché conserva la sua identità. È per l’os-
servatore che guarda l’organismo in un contesto da lui definito, che la
condotta dell’organismo soddisfa o meno le sue aspettive ed è o non è
adeguata. È solo per lui, e può essere soio per lui, che l’organismo com-
pie un errore. Quando il dominio delle aspettative e quello dell’accop-
piamento struttu rale in cui l’organismo viene osservato si sovrappongo-
no, l’osservatore vede una condotta adeguata. Se l’osservatore adotta la
prospettiva del medium per valutare la sua condotta, allora l’espressione
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di una condotta adeguata è la sopravvivenza. Tuttavia, l’osservatore può
scegliere qualsia si altro riferimento per giudicare ciò che egli considera
come condotta dell’organismo, e così facendo dare per scontata la sua
sopravvivenza e vedere un errore o una condotta adeguata nell’altro do-
minio di sua scelta,

b) Per quanto riguarda il funzionamento del sistema nervoso non
esistono fenomeni interni o esterni; tutto avviene in esso. È una
caratteri stica costitutiva del sistema nervoso che esso non possa distin-
guere attra verso il suo funzionamento tra percezione e ifiusione. Una ta-
le distinzione può essere compiuta solo da un osservatore che sia esterno
all’organismo. La congruenza delle distinzioni tra percezioni e illusioni
che si può ri scontrare in una comunità è il risultato dell’accoppiamento
strutturale re ciproco dei membri della comunità.

c) Un osservatore può parlare della complessità del dominio degli
stati del sistema nervoso e della complessità del dominio delle condotte
dell’organismo. La complessità del primo dominio è determinata dalla
struttura del sistema nervoso in quanto rete chiusa, e in linea di princi-
pio è la stessa per tutti gli organismi della stessa specie. La complessità
del se condo dominio dipende dalla storia di accoppiamento strutturale
dell’or ganismo ed è contestuale e storica, cosicché, in linea di principio,
varia per i differenti membri della stessa specie. Nell’uomo la maggior
parte di questa complessità è sociale.

d) Dal momento che il medium di un sistema è determinato in
quanto suo dominio di interazioni dalla sua struttura, e dal momento
che due sistemi diventano strutturalmente accoppiati mediante le loro
intera zioni, un organismo sarà sottoposto ad accoppiamento strutturale
in tutte le dimensioni delle interazioni che esso può permettersi attraver-
so le pro prietà dei suoi componenti e attraverso le circostanze delle sue
interazio ni. Pertanto, un osservatore vedrà che un organismo partecipa,
attraverso il suo accoppiamento strutturale in un dominio sociale (in
quanto domi nio di accoppiamenti strutturali ontogenetici tra organi-
smi), alle condotte sociali che egli può descrivere come condotte in un
dominio di astrazioni, tenuto conto delle circostanze storiche della loro
espletazione.

e) Il sistema nervoso non crea la condotta dell’organismo, tutta via,
aumentando la diversità dei possibili stati interni dell’organismo, esso ac-
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cresce il dominio delle condotte possibili da parte dell’organismo. E,
inoltre, aumentando il dominio delle condotte possibili da parte dell’or -
ganismo, il sistema nervoso accresce la diversità dei possibili accoppia-
menti strutturali dell’organismo nel dominio sociale.

Nessun organismo si trova dove si trova per caso, e nessun organi -
smo (incluso il sistema nervoso) ha per caso la struttura che ha. La con -
dotta adeguata in un certo dominio è, in ogni momento, il risultato del-
l’accoppiamento strutturale dell’organismo in quel dominio, e non la
creazione del sistema nervoso. Il sistema nervoso attraverso la sua
struttu ra plastica e la chiusura operativa fornisce all’organismo un domi-
nio enorme e sempre mutevole di stati interni e rende in teoria possibile
che esso rimanga in accoppiamento strutturale in un medium mutevole
multi dimensionale. La situazione attuale di un organismo, per quanto
com plessa possa apparire la sua condotta, è sempre il risultato della sto-
ria fi logenetica e ontogenetica di accoppiamento strutturale a cui esso
appar tiene.

(Traduzione di Barbara Continenza)






